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I

A NOTE TO THE READER

The Symposium Papers (Volume I, Books 1, 2, and 3) are pub-.
ItShed with one major purpose in mind.-Jhe papers are intended
to provide the readeocwith Anup-to-date synthesis of research
in a wide variety of areas. Presentalions were ihvited from each
of the seven' associations of AAHPER. Review boards screened
Symposium Presvitations under the direction of the Research Con-
sortium Presidkt-elect. Special attention was given to the
quality of the presentations. and to the relevance of the research
.syntheses- to the practioners in each.of the seven associations.

The Symposium Papers are being made available f sale, for
the first time, at the convention at which the actual Illapers are
-presented.' This is done to make these research syntheses avail-
able to Alliance members at the earliest possible time, while the
information is current and useful. To do this, it was necessary
to make each author responsible for preparing his or her own manu-
script. To be eligible for publicatibn authors were required to

-Tubmit their intent to publish early in the year and submit a4
manuscript, typed in the proper format, by'March 1, 1978. 16
cases where authors failed to meet the above listed guidelines,
the papers were deleted'from this publication.

These Symosium-Papers are photographed from original manu-
scripts submitted by each author. The screening of,symposia
served as the editing process, once accepted sole responsibility
for the content rests with the atNor(s).

.r
Because the Symposium Papers presented at the 1977 conven-

tion were not published, authors of these papers were invited to
submit them for publication in tiris 1978 volume. Accordingly,
Volume I includes some papers from 1977 as well as those from
1978.

It is hoped that these Symposium Papers are useful to members.
of all associations of AAHPER.

Charles B. Corbin
Edj.tor

'Christine L. Wells
President-elect
Research Consortium

Note: Because of the length limitation im-
posed on authors, reference lists are neces-
sarily short. In most cases, more complete re-
ference lists are available from authors on re-
quest.
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Applied Behavior Analysis Research in Teacher Education

Pail! W. Darst
Arizona State University

. Tpmpe. Arizona 85281

Teachorteducation programs have been the center of controversy
for m.any years. Much has' been said ;elative to various perceived
inar:eluacio,i existing in "these environments. Problems have
centered upon procedures for choosing specific desirahle teaching
b.,baviors and strategies for systematically developing these
"r,ehaviors in pre-service teachers. There is little agreement
upon which teaching skills nave which effect upon which students.
However, it seems reasonable to suggest that an important goal of.
teacher education programs should be co develop, maintain, and
change teacher behaviors, that facilitate student learning.

The applied behavior analysis model or the more familiar term,
behavior modification, seems to be a viable procedure for system-
atically improving the teaching-learning process. This modell is
thecuimination of a line of research begun by B. F. Skinner and
has been successfully applied, Le' home, industrial, and school
environments. It offtrs teacher educators a research.stratogy
for studying teaching behaviors as dependent variables and for
developing techniques or independent variables'-that Will be effec--
five in changing the afevreinsiv_inned teaching behavibrs. The

emphasis is on objective develment, and maintenance*.
of huMan behavior in everyday environmental situations. Basic
principles include: development Mf a precise description of the
behavior under consideraton, analysis of the specific relation-
ship between the behavior and its consequences, continuous moni-
toring of the behayior i-i order to establish a baSeline, and an
analyistof an introduced intervention strategy. Teacher educa-
tors intplisical education hal-c o'.tserved4the effects of several *

.intervention strategies on both teacher and pupil behavior.

TeackinF, Behaviors

Teaching behaviors have beer classified primarily into two cate-
gories: input skill's zing feedback skills, Input skills serve as
a discriminative stimulus that signal or cue a specific student
behavior directly related to learning. Examples would include:
a teacher's explanation. of how to perfonh a tennis serve; a
demonstration of a volltfyball forearm pass, asking students a
question about their understanding of suhject matter, answering a
student's question, verbally guiding a student through a golf

.
swing, physically nlanipulating a child's legs in swimming, and
phvsicallyiestricting a 4tudent's shooting_technigue in archery
(Rushall, and Siedentop,- 1972). Another input teaching behavior
that serves a discriminative stimulus function indirectly 4related
to learning is called iovagerial behavior. Examples would include
teacher directions for:starting, stopping or changing activities,
for picking up or putting away equipment, and for establishing
and maintaining order in the class.



/ I ,

)sicker feedback behavior includes All teacher reactions to
`various studpit behaviors. These reactions must occur after
stadents have emitted a behavior. The following definitions and
categories lucie been utilized:
l) (leaeril positive reactions to on-task pupil_ hehavior - this
includes all non-specific positive verbal teacher reactions to
pupa; lehavicr other than movement skill attempts. Examples
would Holude teLling the class that they-were good today or
telling a stndent that he was doing well.
1) Specific Tosit.Ivo-eae.tdons-t-o,on-task behavior - This in-
cludes all positive verbal reacher reactions to pupil behavioF
other than movement skill-attempts that convey precise informa-
tion ahout the behavior. Examples would include praising a class
for Listening to directions or letting squad five that they have
a straight line. .

3) Positive general feedback for ovement.skiAl Attempts This
refers Lo nun specific positfl- e.actions to a pupil's movement
skill attempts. These reactl,q4could ye verbal or non-verbal.
Examples would include, "Nice job, Nike' and "Way Co go, girls.'

--q. positive specific feedback for movement skill attempts - This
refers to all precise positive teacher reactions to a pupil's
movement:skill_ attempt. Examples would include

a

raising pupils
for keeping their arms straight for a vollevba bump or praising
a pupil for getting good heignt on a shot put tIrow.
5) Negative reactions twoff-task behavior - This includes all no
non-specific or specific verbal or non-verbaL teacher reactions
to off-task. behavior. Examples woulli include Ailing students
stay in line or to stop talking and fool around.
6) Negative or corrective general feedback for movement skill
atte:mpts This includes all non-specific negative or corrective
teacher reactions to a pupil's skill attempt. These reactions
could be vernal or non-verbal. Examples wouLd include, "No,
that is wronff" or a teacher frowning at a pupil's skill attempt.
7) or corrective specific feedback for movement skill

_ attcpt-; - This includes all ,precise negative or corrective
teacher reactions to a pupil's skill attelvt. Examples would
incLude telliag a pupil. that he did not keep his arms straight
for a hump or 10 keep the left arm straight during a golf swing.

The focus of CH.',;e teacher reactions has been on different types\
of student behavior such as managerial behavior, movement skill
attempts, unproductive behaviors, appropriate behaviors, and off-
task behaviors.

Student Behaviors

Student behaviors 11:11 Live been observed usually fall under the
following

l) Active/InactieVrieArning - This focuses on whether the oto
dents Are physically involved in the Class activity.
2) Appropriate/Inappropriate This focuses on whether students
Are performing the activities specified hy the teacher.
3) ltanageriat time -This toeuseson till time the . students spend

organized for All act ivity, changing Activities, or erm-
inatieg an ,activity.

8.



I nt erv.ent ions

The Miterv.:Pftlon strap.0,s have heel: packaged to a va%1L4/6f
ways .uht used ill several (4hakg0 agents hid Ind i ng unix/ .

supervisors, cooperating teach.ts, peer assessment, and sell ,

as:Ivssment On' audio tapes. STeral interventions have served a
dise'riminalive Stimulus fuOtioN including:
I) Information sheets yhich provide student: teachers with it or-

mation 'on the value of on, Leaching behaviors that aro to be
practiced injuture lessons.
2) Wri4reu modules whit-l1 are packages of information focused

upon variilus IL-aching behaviors and usually include general' goats,
special terminal behavioral goals, definitions, learning
tiesi resources, and assn.L:sment procedures fo,r the module. Sev-

eral intervention strategic/J.-have included six ditferent modules
within the package.
3).Verr,m1 in3tructions and cues - which provide student teachers
with information and reminders about the various Leaching 'hehav-
n,r,; that are to be practiced. ..

4) Modeling - which present4t a demonstration by a university
supervisor or a cooperating Leack.er Of how, when, and" where to.
emit a specific teaching behavior.
51ilirbal mediation which is a technique where student teachers
rOIrr.v.irse the teaching behaviors to be used prior to class time.

Rehearsal can be done silently or out loud.'

Intervention strategies hipie also served as a reinforcing or feed/4
back function whey occurring after the completion of a teaching
lesson. Examples include the following:
I) Verbal and graphic feedback - which involves a visual present:a-
Lion of collected data and a diuienssion of the increases, de-
creases, or stability of tie specifie,behaviors. Information iS

provided relative to the attainment of specific objectives or
goals and the instances in the lesson where behaviors were emitted.
2) Verbal reinforcement - which focuses verbal praise on specific
accomplishments of the:-itudent'Leachet)14.

3) Contingency management which points out the specific ?elation-
ship between the Leaching behavior to be emitted and the conse-
quenca.: of receiving a passing grade in student teaching as
reward for emitting specified rates of teac'bur behavior.

Effects of Specitic Intervention Packages

Hughley. (1973) used directed informal ion feedback with specific
cues for app1icati6n of 'teaching str4egies and found that this
would increase the positive interactions and reduce the negative
interactions of student Leachers. Rifre .(1.97,3) found tI.lt model-

ing and i3edback were effective in changing the following teacher
behaviors: negative feedback for skill atteMr4I:i, negative reac-
tions to off-task Inihavier, positive feedbijck for skill attempts
and positive reactions ti on-task hehaviOr.

Boehm (1974), harst (1974), and Hamilton (1974), completed studies

that looked at the effects of .Inkindividnalized competency-based
intervention package on nine categories of teacher behavior and
three cillepories of pupil behavior with student Leachers at the

elementary junior high and senior high school levels,.' The inter-

9



,of inritrnctions, grAphivreedhack, ruing, rein-vention cow;l!fted

jer,pm,urriind wearhlygrods Eno hehriviors In ihe ;trews of plan-
II 1 ny., ott.rp,ros.tr re al ion shrps 9 Maltagtam11 I t ona I 1 oed-
bd,k, dud yiupll dssrernmeot.' Finding reveal ed that iriLerven-
CIA had a laro 4drer9,ou fedlter behavior and a small. effect on
pupil brirevior. reAehing behaviors included:'gencral and specific
iho,it Vs rust on -Lack pupil behavior, general and specific
irrutruk tional feedback, negative reactions te) oft-tak pupLI be-

'

havhYr, group inferaetions) and nse'ol pupil's fir-;t hame,s. Pupil
behavior ior luded; ppropriate/inappropriate behavior, active/in,

6

t iv, HAtvii, And maltav,,m,1

Desnosket (1)/0 ntAidied ihe eflea.is of self-,in sesment tech-
ntrie vii t.tpe. riilvdt4 ,H1 the veribil',iiitcraction behavior'
,d [student leacher!, iurphysid-di education. Ile concluded LIhtt the
intervention had [A prositive ellect in changing sixteen categories
of teachr Twit benavior. The Lollowing seveNal of the '

behavior categories that were included: vnrietv of positive tn-
structional feedback stAtments, instructional feedback with
,pee ilia irtiormation, rise nt puptIM firat name!-r, length of mana-
gerial episode. , And ractions to on-Lark behavior specific
int irritkit

Ihn , 'I/ ) used ,1 comptLIOtv-1).1:;cti.. :;111),.! ry ion -mod, L wi 'pNer
EA, succestriltylikU.lify several 'categories of student,

teacher behavior iu elementary physical education classes.' She
concluded that student Leacn.rs can signilicantly contribute Co,
their ownlony'reinion under contingency management procedures.
Cunclusidhs, pointei,1 aril tdhat. n L VI' training program Was
H,C11: to attain 164W/reliability anr the data based
approach wAsa",.[arrkalr le MmIC I chanr,ing, studvaL L uttelwt:

o

0 Met4le (19/e) feed All illik)I-MALiOE: reading sheet combined with
graphi, feedharj, 'instrnetion,;,' and goal sc.lting In successfully
m'odilv[fonr categories of stanicnb Leacher behaviair iii a physical
education environment:. The student Leachers vccessfUlly complet-
ed M. of tne behavior goals at by the experimenter.

Cone 1 us i oils and Recommenda L inns

The ma ortts/ ot here .~tunics seem to indicate that a variety of
inte'fvention strategies dre available for developing, maintaining,
and Aanging teacher hehavior. These studies Toint.out that al-
ms 't huhRvior categories nhowed changes in the desired direc-
tion. Pupil behavior seems Lo be maintained or changed slightly
in the desired direction. Continued efforts are neonsary to
determine the relationship between Leacher behavior and pupil he-
havwr. Ditiwrenfl intervention comhination5 with a varlrLy of
change agent.; are necessary to iMprove and reOne4Lhe procedures
tor t r educators. eAdditiona efforts are necessary Co ex-
pler, maint.vAnc, td,ainiquhL, alter sltidnt reacher-; begin their
own fd:srlig posit HHH. t,111, At inn programs alsh need to
x1r rr7dir s.hith interventoill Le cnitiTtes that in- :;era /hi. Leachers

1,, so I i Limit Int ,I1-; lye Lruining,.

IL appedr, Brat the applied behavior analysis m eel has and can
continue to make a significa t contribution to the body of know-

._
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ledge qurrutind Ing t he teaeb1ng of phyq 1 ca 1 ethical ion and /t train-
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Teaching as Behavior ModifiCation
Paul W. Oars', Arizona Stale University, Tampa, Arizona 85281

William Fl Oa:sacker. Mount Union College, Atiijce, Ohio 44601
Ti. 1 ..1111 11111.1,./ l or moll I II it 11111 has bee 01111' .1 pa t i ul our

vtit ahul y duet 'lig I he I .1!II II/ 11 years anti pl Ili 1 y has liven in
etiocat ton anti phy%ica 1 ethical i tat for even 'ewer years carries
with it II number of tIAPsiautteept ions and .1 I ways s,eenul lu be d cont. ro-
ye rs i I sub let t.. 're 11111 111 /10};), surround lay, I he t opt, such as be-
haviur 511,111illy I .11`1 ingenty management and appl led behavior ,11111 1 y-

;_is ;are sompt init., I on lug. Our hope i to I I i I y I min; -
I I 'twilit Atm.. about lice .11 t'ind show ap.pl icat ion In I eat hi 11r,- I 1.31 (II-

' 11r, VIIV I I-1111111140 idly% it A I l'11111 -II I 1111

Ilehavfor 1111111 1 I i (HI rep II the I ttlmi tett ton of a branch
nl researi 11.1%.ve 1 tvet1 in Lt. F. Id( inner 't; laboratory appr-oximatelY
t hit t y- t ive years ago. His will k orc used tin OF Ito; oily rant psy-
chology print 11.1 e1, with rat and P iir"1" print. fitly!. have
been tested And let i tied se t bat 014,1 it .11 loos genera 1,,ly accept-
ed as valid pro, tolorke#I Ill developing, in01111.1i11111),. and changing
human bellav tut.- . An t tstipt i% made to shape on env I rontnent so t hat
the', nt,fiequettce., tit .ir behavior wi im't-..Ast: or decrease
the prultdb flit y of t reoccurr i ng The ow;(..(0)(,c(-S are
(..k I led re Olt krt.( er',,

11,e; l'r n.iples
The bdi; ic pr int line ,) kJ In. 1101 vier mod ii cat ion model have

been ;tit', I t t.) .1 val. let y nt envi ronment s tic lud ing: mental hospitalS
drug I I inks l,iveni le 11,11111',. luaus t :I I sett i , 111( etiVirouielt S
ant, lovely . yUlCI.,114; are quite effective
tar ine billbit lra11le st tub-all behaviors such as following; di-
routions,working: olt speciill Iasks,.euoperatirig with other students,
and 1 ist ening to teacher';. in ddil it ion these techn litoes can be used
to ef (-et iv, I y rytioce anti eliminate undesirable student behaviors
such as lki twiout ot ()Ain, I 101 Jog , wart ing time, and inattention
o a teacher's I ect ure basic principles i oc.tt,Kled t he fol

I) Spec i ica I I y define the behaviors in observable, measur-
able terms;

2) Colt inuous monit 1,1 the behavior in order to establish
base. ,rate ot r ranee ;

3) Determine an appropriate reinforcer that will be- effective
in that environment;

4) Determine the re t p between t lie behavior anti the con-
sequence t t he behavior ;
Apply this, relationship in the env' ronment

0) Ana yA, Any change to behavior that may occur.
fechnichw!: tar Increasing or Decreasing a Behavior

'feat:her% have always used t he d.echniitues or behavior mod i i-
c'atlan in an unsyst emit. lc or tinsc ient ic manner. It is our con-
tent ion, that teachers need to realize t he implications of specific
telching, behaviors atid at ttniipt to systematically use them in their
classes. The to I lowing' are l-Int' spec tic protiednres for increasing
or decreasing a behavior: :

) Positively re int once the .behavior With verbal praise,
approval, or spectt ic privileges Such as free time, dodge
bill 1 or basket 11.1 1 ;

2) Positively reinforce student f or 1101 eri 1 t jug-% il.'behav or
such as cursing, ii;11 I (lig, or Arguing;

) Present punishment_ for inappropriate behavior 8O'CIL. as
exoress ins Os:loot-ova I or removing a privilege; l'.

12



.
b..

an. inappropr jilt 1. behavior t hat is not disruptive
to the e lass;

,) 1'1 'sent a model t t he dys r ed behavior and pied t iVe.1 y
re Int in ie 1,11i ii,01 It 11 1,'11,1.V11)1

Teachers need in L1410111 `i, Irnt i :1 t. white sys t (gnat lca 1 I y oh
e,tvin }, their (two behav s ii well iii the bchav,iors oi their
mlent s Pat .1 must be col III t eil so t hat t eat` her are re-

duced htiffe!, In beliay ur con he analyzed. Numb.. row. ob jec
i ye rei ord I t eelin kyles are 111/.11.1 i Labia Inr 11!;1` in physical
educat ion env ionment and WI I I la, a i!.cus.sed later in t

yity.r;

li,tiivit,r !111.1P

Behavior s hap i:. tutor nt b.hav lot mod% t tilt ion t hat con-
s int s e int or( 1,,ser anI i loser approx Yin.it ions to a final
des. rahle behavior. It 1 ocuses upon behaviors t hat a student does
not current I y .. Alt s aliaile to develop t he st,inlent's
behavior Slowly by alai< t he rett, t review s tort- nt. orceanent

r t cr t lie .01e id yet; c. 1 i irto the terminal };).k . RUSIla I 1

and :;11:d1.111 ( 1'0 /12.) pci lit it the 1,1 1 ow i try, st (Ai:: in ehe shaping'
procitS`;

. A ifia I perfirii ni e I is defined, This is /"(. 114c red to
the t

An initial behavior 01 the ,rodent Is found t hat is as
one as pie, stble I n t he t r nni i i I performance desired.

A set' of slops is developed to move Crony the Int t to
t he t i I he'b,ivitiir, Each step id have a criterion
whirl) defines when t he step c'omplotcd and the student

thyi move 't u t he ni xt st in I he
A WI It wit dtielli'ack. /re i tit of-cement [la I Aounal sotif li t tipoillde of t he performer 1.111,1-0(71'i ye immediate

iieilback /re i orceiment .
Each t p thou iii t hen be [it timid pr imp I y
s igna I t ha t ve; till '-i it idc,l 11)0L1( how' to perform
t he pa rt it o I .f r step. this can be done by demons t rat ion,
exp ;mat iein, or even manual Inan pfi i t ion.

6. e.":Ich step It; reinforced until the criterion lot the step
is met

7. The sequence of st eps is lot lowed until the terminal per-
formance is achieved.

Teachers of physical education can use the shaping process by
developing, a series 01 behavioral objectives that lead to a remittal
physical skill performance. An example would be a series of object-
ives for the overhand clear shot in badminton. Students could re-
ceive reinforcement for c tear trig, a rope that is placed tyre lve feet
above in idcour t . Shuts would have to [ear -the rope and get 'success-
ively c loser to t he ba.;e i ne in order to receive reinforcement

Contingency tlanaf;eme

The Lcr:;1 cunt ini,ency management Iti OIL en to 11.1-1-12(1 Le dti be
111`JOr is I eily,ink.Ior lily;, A cunt ingni y imin.ag,ement sys tCall lac use s On
marlin; he mot 'vat s t intent S. A cunt y re t cis Lo t he
re lot ionship het seen- a ],:lith an env i ronment and
Consequence of t he boil tor Some- have calked It '= grandma s rule".

13



The term contingency management, therefore, refers to how you
specify behaviors and how you manage consequences to assure that
the desired'belpyiors occur in the 'environent.

Sonic of the problems that exist in the edification environment
are due Lo deficiencies in the management t.11,the available con-
flngencies. Two of these deficiencies are:.

I) That management has been unsystelmitic both in the defi-
nition and specification of belli;vior and in the appli-
cation of contingencies,'

2) That contingencies have been for the most vart primarily
negative.

tie

(

use of negative contingencies produces side effects which
not only retard'he educational process but. are also potentially
haft:1144Ln the student.

...11.

Basic Types

. The development of the contingency manavment model evolved
trot David Premack's (1965, 1964) use of high probability be-
haviors to reinforce low probability bc-hav,iors.- Singer (1976)
has established three basic types of contingency managefrient
systems.

1) Task- Reward System This is -the least sophisticated
technique and it involves alternate periods of work and
reinforcement.

2) Token System This technique involves the distribution
of tokens or chips for instances of appropriate'beNvior
or completion of specified tasks. The tokens can be
saved and exchanged for other rcinforcers with more value.

3) Contract System This technique involves a wrdtten formal
agreement between the teacher and the student(s) 09 exact-
ly that reinforcer will be made available and how they may
he obtained. This system is the most sophisticalFd forms
Uf contingency management.

41

Basic Guidelines

Rushall and Siedentop (19/2) have suggested a series of guide-
lines for implementing a contingency management system in the
physical education environment.

1) Student behaviors desired most be lefined in observable
and val_rasurcable terms.

2) Thu desired terminal or final behavior most Ire clearly

specified.
3) Reinforce only those behaviors that are specified as

terminal or tinal.
4) The contingency must be clearly stated so that every

student knows what is expected of them.

")) The contingency should have learning steps that are fair
and cdn be obtained with d reasonable amount of effort.

0) The performances should be arrai ,ed in a progression so
that students can experience su cess early in the environ-
ment and then proceed to move d fficult tasks.

The contingency management systems can be developed and uti-
lized in any type of physical education environment, i.e., ele-
JffentarY, junior and senior high activity classes, college activity
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classes, and academfc or theory classes. The teacher only has to
identify the desirable student behaviors, the effective reihforc-
ers, and then arrange the environment so that students will work
toward the achievement of the reinforcers. Motivation should be
built into the systep because students know ahead of time what
behaviors are necessary to earn the cdesirable reward. The teacher
must strive to make the system a positive or "fun" approach to
teachitw and learning.

Example of a Contingency Managiiment System

Course: Racquetball I

Tex.t: Racquetba'll by Randy Stafford

I. Core Requirements
A. brive Serve; Stand anywhere in the legal service area

and make 3 out of 4 legal serves that land within 3' of
the side wall. (1 point)

B. Lob Serve: Stand anywhere in the legal service area and
make 1 md of 4. legal servos that land with 3' of the
side Ind that don't rebound off the beck wall more
than h'. (1 _to:-A.)

Forehanc
C. Drive oft_ ot the Back Wall: Standing o' froM the back

wall, to's's tt, ball against the back wall and hit O,:out
of 4 forehand drives that hit below a line marked four
feet from the fluor an the front wttil. (1 point)

D. Forehand Drive of the Side Wall: Stand in the center of
the court 6' from the back wall, toss the hall against
the side wall and hit 3 out of 4 forehand drives that hit
below A line marked four It Cram the floor On the front
wall. (I point)

E. Forehand Passing Shot: Stand in the center ot the court
from the back wall, toss the ball,to the side or back

wall and hit 3 out of 4 passing shots that land within
of the opposite side wall. (1 point)

F. Game Participation: Play in 6 games of singles, cut-
throat, or doubles: (1 point)

G. fake a Rules and Strategy Test:
1. 70% 75% 80'4 ( I point)
2. 817 90% (2 points)
3. 914 (316ints)

H. Attendance:
7'14 (1 point)

2. 8V7 , <2 points)
S. Yrt7 (3 points)

Optional Requirements
A. "2"Serve: SiAnd anywhere in the legal service area and

make 3 out Of 4 legal serves that hit in the following
sequence. (trout will side wall, floor and opposite
side wall) (1 point)

B. Backhand Drive off ot the Back W. II: Same as C in the
core requirements. (I point)

C. Backhand Drive of of the Side WAII: Same AS D in the
core requirements. ( 1 point)

D. "2" Ball Forehand Return: Sii'dnd in the center of the
court 6' from the back wall, d classmate or the instructor
will throw by hand n "2" ball. Using a forehand drive hit
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out of 4 below a line marqd 6' from the floor on the
front wall. (2 points)

L. Ball Bdckhand Return: S no d!i Din the optional
requirements. (2 points)

E. Three-Wall Drive: Stand in the center of the covrt at
the short line bounce the,ball and hit 3 out of 4 shots
that hit with the following sequence: '(front, side,
opposite side and floor) (2 points)
1,:i11 Shot! Stand in the center of,the'court 6' from
the bock wall., tossing the b.tll off-of the back or side
will hit 1 out of 4 shots that hit below a line marked
1 foot from the floor on Elie frOnt wall. (3 points)
Pdrticivation: Ploy singles, doubles, or cut-throat.
1 point /3 .1111t!S . Max imum ToinLS 5

Grading,. Scale: C ki points

19 points
28 points

The instrsetidt reserves the right to lower these point totals
if hecessdry, but I will not rdisc those total!, for dny,reai4on.
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Analyzing Instructional Variables in Physical Education
with Single Case Experimental Designs

E. Michael Loovis
University of Illinois

Urbani, Illinois 61801

Behavior modification has become a viable instructional
alternative in physical education. With its emphasis on system-
aticatic observation, assessment and specificatin of entry'and

- terminal behaviors, precision teaching includ ng task analysia
And shaping procedures, reinforcement techni deo, and individu-
'allked instruction (Auxter, Note I), behavior modification is an
extremely proficient technology that facilitates the systematic
application of learning theory. Likewise, the development of
behavior modification as an acknowledged form of empirical in-
quiry, commonly known as applied behavioral analysis, has pro-
vided researchers in physical education With a methodology for
studying questions considered generic to the instructional effort.

Single Case Designs

The major purpose of any single case experimental design is
to demonstrate control relative to the experimental condition
(Hersen & Barlow, 1976), Since the Nml designs are not encum-
bered by an,exigency to'achieve a pre-established statistical
level of significance, their proponents Seek "clinical" sig-
nificance. Clinical significance pertains to the effect of the
experimental condition on an individuals performance. It is
the researcher's honest appraisal of the functional -rele4ionship
between the experimental condition and its effect on performance
that determines significance.

Another major issue concerning 14.,I research has to do with
generalization of findings. Realizing that generalization from
a single,Case study to other subjects, settings, and/or instruct9rs
would be, at best, tenuous, the applied behavior analyst will
systematically replicate using different subjects, settings, and
or instructors in order to discover the extent to which the iden-
tified functional relationship can be duplicated.

This paper /ill examine two single case designs, the reversal
and multi - element- Each design will be analyzed according to its
mode of operation, including major advantages and disadvantages.
Additionally, studies that have utilized these designs in an
effort to study the teaching-learning process in physical edu-
cation will be reviewed.

Reversal .Des (ABAR)

It is possible to demonstrate a functional relationship be-
tween a target behavior and a specific program or intervention

strategy by alternating the presentation and removal of the in-
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dependent variab:le over time (Kazdin, 1975). Initially, 8 bapie-

line phase (A) is instituted for several days during winch time

a bese,rate is established for the tArgetbehavior. When it is

stable or, At least, showing no appreciable skgns of changing in
the desired direction, the experimental phase (B) is begun, it
is this demonstrated Stability during baseline that serves ae the
'basis for evaluating change in the target behavior subsequent to
the initiation of the experimental phase of the study.

In phase (B), the experimental condition is introduced and.
maintained until the target behavior diverts sufficiently from
baseline and again-itabitizes. Although the behavior changes,
the design, at this point, prohibits making any definitive
statements abput the functional relationship ,between the.experi-
mental condition and the.target behavior.

A return to baseline (A) or its approximation is the intent
of the second baseline phase (A2). The removal of the experi-
mental condition and the return to baseline purports ,to demon,-
strAte the functional relationship between. the experimental
condition and'the pirget behavior.

The final phase (BI) is a reinstatement of the experimental

condition. The targetlbehavior should ieturn to, if not surpass,

the level it attained In the first experimental phase. This
phase provides additional evidene for concluding that the
experimental condition caused the change in the target behavior.,

Although the reversal design allows for a clear demonstra-
tion of the ,functional relationship betWeen the experimental condi-
tion and the target behavior, there are a number of circustances
which militate against its use. The following are disAdfantages
of the reversal design: (1) an inability to return to baseline

thereby prohibiting definitive statements regarding the experi-,
mental condition's effect on the target behavior, (2), the iin-.

ability to rule out "other" factors, such as increased teacher
attention, during the experimental phase, (3) the prohibition
against targeting "learned"(hehavior.s because of'their irrevers-
ibility, (4) the inability to reverse bahaviors that are main-
tained by naturally occurring environmental events, and (5) the

impracticality of reversing certain behaviois, e.g., se-inju- ,

rious behavior (Kazdin, 1975).

Several studies have utilized the reversal design to inves-
tigate the teaching-learning process in physical education and
related set-4-ing.a. Four of these studies will be reviewed briefly.

Using three mildly retarded and two moderately retarded sub-
jects, ages 'nine to uhirteen year of age, Pierce (1972) compared
the effects of four instructional treatments on motor performance
with the reversal design. The motor tasks which served ae depend-
ent measures were crawling, stair climbing, kpee-ups, parallel bar
walking, sit-ups, ladder walking, peg placement, and knee standing.

The treatments consisted of (1) 'prior instruction only; (2) in-

struction plus social reinforceMent; (3) instruction, social re-
inforcement, and material reinforcement; and (4) instruction,

social reinforcement:and 'goal setting. Results showed that the
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"instruction, social reinforcement, and material reinforcement
condition was the most effective treatment across different motor
tasks and subjects.

. Horner ,(1971) attempted to,establish the use of crutches by a
mentally retarded spina bifida child through the use qf a ten-
step successive approximation sequence. Baseline data revealed
that the subject had crawling behavior and that root beer was a
reinforcer. Initially, a six-step successive approximation
sequence was used to develop walking with the support of parallel
bare. By means of a reversal design, it was determined that
reinforcement was responsible for the acquisition of Successful
parallel bar walking. A ten-step shaping procedure was used to
facilitate crutch walking. Although successful In terms of the
terminal behavior, definitive statements about the reinforcer
effectiveness were not forthcoming due to the confounding ejfects
of not instituting a reversal procedure on the second phase of the
study.

Siedentop and=Hutchinson (Note 2) studied the feasibility of
using a token economy program in an adapted physical education set-
ting for multiply handicapped children. Four members of a class
for trainable mentally retarded children with auditory impairments
served as-subjects. A reversal design was used during which tokens
were administered contingent upon performance as,it related to a
dichotomous behavioral classification,ii,e., appropriate or inappro=
priate behaviors emitted during the routine physical education
class. Analysis of the data revealed that the token economy system
was effective in increasing the percentage of appropriate behaviors
emitted in uhe physical education class.

Huber (1973) investigated the effects of a token economy pro-
gram for controlling appropriate behavior and facilitating motor
.task performance of educable mentally retarded subjects in an a-
dapted physical education claes. Eleven subjects between the ages
of seven ,and eleven years were awarded tokens for evidence of
eitlier appropriate behavior and/or the number of motor tasks com-
pleted. A reversal design was employed consisting of six phases:
(1) baseline, (2) intervention on behavior only, (3) baseline
tido, (k),' intervention on tasks completed, (5) intervention on
behavior snd tasks, and (6) intervention on behavior and tasks.
In general, rho results of Huber's study suggests that a token
economy can increase appropriate behavior and Motor task complet-
Jon above initial baseline level. Additionally, appropriate
behavior beyond baseline two level was also significantly in-
creased; howeVer, motor task completion beyond baseline two level
was not significant. This could be at least partially attributable
to the weakntss of the reinforcement contingencies,

Multi-Flemeht Design

The multi - element design provides the means for performing

complex behavioral analyses, i.e., analyzation of the effects of
two or more interrelated variables. Unlike the reversal. design,

this design alternates the presentation of the independent vareis-

ble regardless of changes in the target behavior (Ulman & Sulzar,-
Azaroff, 1975).
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Among its advantages, the multi-element design counts the
following: nonreversibility, early termination, unstable base-
line, and analyzation of complex behavior (Ulman & Sulzer-
Azaroff, 1975). Nonreversibility- suggests that the practice of
withdrawing the experimental condition, characteristic of the
reversal design, is unnecessary.

Another advantage of the multi-element design is the pre-
frogative of the experimentlr to terminate the study when he judges,
'that control has been reasonably (not to mention reliably) demon-
strated. This is not the case with the reversal design which re-
quires that each phase of the study be conducted until behavior
becomes stable over time.

Unstable baselines, s formidable problem in behavior modifi-
cation research, are not a concern when using the multi-element
design. This design incorporates a baseline with the experimental
condition. This serves as the baseline against which to compare
the effectiveness of the experimental condition, e.g., a non-
reinforcement condition compared to individual and group contin-
gency conditions (Ulman 6 Sulzer -Azaroff, 1975).

The multi-element design facilitates the analyzation'of complex
behavior. It does this by manipulating the experimental condition
repeatedly and varying the order of their presentation. This method-
ology provides sufficient control to deal with two problems associ-
ated with complex behavior analysis: sequence and contrast effects
(Ulman & Sulzar-Azaroff, 1975). Sequence effects or the interaction
between the exrerimental conditions are minimized'-by predepting each
condition only briefly (no more than two consecutive sessions) and
by counterbalancing their order of presentation. Contrast effects
Or the interadtion within and/or among the sessions are reduced
by programming only one condition per session and by 'counter-
balancing. The extent to which ,these strategies, are, successful in

areducing the problems associated with contrast and sequence effects
will remain to he evaluated subsequent to thia design being utilized
more extensively in the field. %

The multi-element design has been used sparingly to investi-
gate the teaching-learning process in physical education. One
study will be reviewed here briefly.

In an effort to determine the effects of varying types of
reinforcement on learning,and retention, Schack (1976) had five
trainable mentally retarded males, ages fourteen to seventeen
years, perform two gross motor skills, bean bag throw and ring
toss. A multi - element design was employed to analyze the effects
of four instructional treatments across two skills and five sub-
jects. Treatments consisled of: (1) instruCtion only, (2) in-
struction plus potential social reinforcement, (3) instruction
plus potential token reinforcement, and (4) instruction plus
potential social and token reinforcement. Regardless of the type
of reinforcement, it was dispensed on an intermittent schedule;
however, it approximated a continuous schedule. A total of forty-
eight treatment sessions were presented during the study; twenty-
four sessions were conducted for each skill (two sessional per skill
day). Analysis revealed that social plus token reinforcement was
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'themost effective treatment. The emaining treatments in'their
order of effectiveness included; g cial reinforcement, token
reinforcement, and instruction only.

Conclusion

Based on the esearch reviewed in this paper, behavior modifi-
cation is supported of only as an 'alternative instructional method-
ology but also as a table research tool. Applied behavior analysis
can affect the ela oration and systematic verification of diverse
treatments which' hopefully will assist the instructional process
in physical education.
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Why Do Research on leaching?

Michael Goldberger
Temple University

Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

Why do research on teaching? Research is the pursuit of
knowledge, an attempt to solve problems. The funntion of re-
search on teaching is to find answers to questions about teaching-
behavior; it's nature and.it's inflUence. It appears clear from
research reported by McDonald, Soar, Brophy, Stallings, Good, and
others, of all the variables which affect learning outcomes, of
which the teacher has influence, none has more significance than
the teacher's behavior,(Rosenshine and Furst, 1973; Borich, 1977).

Basic research is said to deal more with conceptual issues,

r

dneralizations, whereas applied research fbcuses more on pract-
cal matters. Basic research on teaching has attempted to val-
ate paradigms of instruction and to define bedrock principles.

Both kinds of research aim at generating' new knowledge but, with
reference to teaching, this popular dichotomy appears to be more
imagined than read. This point will he expanded upon later.

What is teaching? Teaching is a social process which,
although inextricably linked to learning in reality; has certain
'universal characteristics which can be studied independently.
Included in the process are teachers, who they are and what they
do, learners, who they are and what they d9, and content. or sub-
'ject matter around which the goals of education are fashioned.
This teacher/learner interaction takes place in a social milieu,
which itself affects the process. It is a multivariate phenome-
non which affects, and is affected by, other elements in the
process and has, what Biddle has called, many "isolated curiosities."
Many educational theorists have concluded their remarks about
teaching with a plea for an over-arching conceptual model; a
point,of departure.

Mosston (1972) has provided such an over arching schema,
based on a decision making model, which has proven helpful to..
both researchers and teachers (Nixon and Locke, 1973). This
schema, called "The Spectrum of Teaching Styles," provides a
series of alternative teaching models, each with its own theory
and operational procedures, from which teachers can make rational
choices. The schema provides a framework which highlights the
relationships among styles as well as their differences. It

ppears that other theuies or models of teaching, such as those
proposed by Smith, Flaritlers, Joyce, Nuthall, Kilpatrick, and
others, while differing in their points of departure, are really
parallel concepts; i.e. they are clearly describing and explain-
inp, the same phenomena.

It is often assumed that professional educators base their
decisions on scientific knowledge. However, there are at leases---

four sources of knowledge upon which people base their decisions.



Each source, becatitAt of its nature, is Isusceptable to certain
limitations (Kerlinger, 1965):

1. Intuition. This is instinctive knowledge gained
strictly through the personal experiences and thoughts
of an individual. The quality of this kind of know-
ledge is, of course, limited to the perceptions,
,experiences and judgmentsiof that particular individual.

2. Authoritative. This knowledge is based on the doctrines
of power and tenacity. Something is true because'a
powerful source says it is true and it remains true
because it always has been so. This knowledge is
limited to the source of authority and is particu'larly
susceptable in a democratic society (hopefully).

is

i. Common sense. Rional or inferential Pfnowledge is
gained through reason. A prublem is approaches logi-
cally. This approach is limited to fallacious reason-
ing or the acceptance of invalid, propositions.

Science. Scientific knowledge is based on objective
' information gained through systematic and controlled

observation; i.e. through research. It is grounded
on those things in reality whose characteristics are
indpendent of subjective opinion.

It appears that, to date, most educatynal decisions, in all
contexts, have been based on the first three sources of knowledge
described above. The resulting decisions have often been chaotic,
parochial, illogical and contradictory; in a, word, "mindless"
(not my word but Charles Silberman's).

One of the reasons for this confusion, not the only reason
for sure, has been our lack of a valid body of knowledge about \

hNIC...,..fiAgr

teaching. The way to build a rich body of knowledge is through
systematic research; a quantitative approach. This approach has

ved us well in the natural sciences. With conceptual schemas
emerging, such as losstall's Snectrum, we should be able ty design

a plan, with clear steps and standardized procedures, for the
creation at such a knowledge base. Having adequate knowle4e
will not by itself guarantee the qualitour decisions. Our

commitment, determination, moral fibre and reVurcefulness will
affect the outcome. But trying to make importiint decisions, or
even knowing decisions need to be made, in the absense of ade-
quate knowledge is so much more diffi.olt.

The excellence, or perhaps even the survival, of our educa-
tional programs and our procession will depend, in large measure,

on the quality of the decisiOns we make. Our thesis. is that the
knowledge base gained through ri.scirch can provide us with an
invaluable resource in helping us make better decisions. This

is true fur the educational leader with the power to influence
institutional change as well as for every teacher in every
classroom or gymnasium.
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A

A knowledge base. about teaching does exist and As evolving.
It is clearly not as well defined as some of the 4.;itural sciences,.
su as geology or physics, but it does exist. We in know cer-
t in things about teachinf-1.1,

In our cionhinuing efforts to build upon this base,'our
research must be grounded on certain begs., Later, As we
learn more, these beliefs can he subjected to Systematic testing.
Let us assume:

1. ThAtiuniv
tea bin,

to

e al models of teaching do exist, That
Pe studied scientifically. (This is not

omit the subjective aspect. of teaching; i.e.
as a creative art.)

.2. That rational relationships do,exist amony differen-
tial teaching models.

.1; That jeaching is a multidimentional phenomenon which
car. he quAnrified.

That teaching eohavior can he learned .rod that teachers
can be trained to consciously control their-teaching
behavior to meet chaniOn% instructional conditions.

5. Thilt iifforeuridl teaching behaviors Produce differ,
ential outca.Men in learners.

It was suggested earlier that the ponnlar basic/applied
dichotomy was perhaps An overly simplistic approach to the study
of tyaching. In an attem to provide a more weil-grounded an-
proaCh, gene which more close approximates the nature of the
phenomenon., imagine in your mini's eve a multidimentional, trans-
lucent, matrix-like, spherically apet model. f'1ounds fuzzy?
You're not alone. 'Phis grand model mu t capture horh the number
and influence of the variables affecting the teaching_ process and
the interconnective nature or these voriablos. I apologize for
the vagueness in describing this idea but it i the state of the
art at this point in time.

It we as a iaiimaunity of scholars can agree on a general
outline for research and accept certain common operatipo pro-
cedures, we can then begin to rormulate a plan to till in the
cells of the tuzify matrix described, inadequatAkly, above.

One broad-trout Approach to the stoic, oi teaching, tie one
we are Pursuing today, sin-geuts three catea.ories cb tese/rth.
(Dunkin and kiddie, 1974); .

1. noscriptiveloinAlytic research which attempts to
ohserve and quantify the teaching process.

Process-oroinct research which attempt:. ro relate
specific teaching ho4avior with ditterentioi learninc
outtome4'..
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Paradigms for Research on Teaching Physical Education

I Michael A, Sherman,
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15261

Teahng is a nniveTsal human activity performed, in schools,
homes, 0)rkplaces, and other life settings. in fact, it is such
common practice that Tt Ps seldom clinsidered worth studying. After,
all, why ask questions about teaching when so many experts already
riow the answers? NeverWless, questions are being as9d because

teaching, while dune universally, is not always done well. During
the past decade, a small group of scholars has ventured into phys-

,4

ical education classi,mit; to discover the nature, determ4ants,
a,nclonsequences of Ica. her behavior in the psychomotor domain.
These excursions 11.i'ic iverl birth to the twin sciences of teaching
and teacher edulvtion. foyether, these sibling sciences promise
to malp\ pli\if;icakedieltiOn a more rational profession, therefore,
dist higuishiny it from something less.

fiefs paper...serves as entry point for the 1978 AAHPER Symposium
for Research on Teacliiiw,Physical Education. As such, it intto-
duces the major problems aihi methods associated with studies on
the belivior, effectiveness,,and training of physical education'
teachers, The symposium provides "close eneonnters of the third
kind" -- actual contact -- with Some young explorers who have
sought to unravel the mysteries of teaching. Their presentations
svnthesi.e.e the findings of research and, like my own, raise pro-.
yoking issues for the next generation of pedagogical_ scholars.

Rystelitic Observation: The Common Element

Research on teaching is an umbrella phrase for Three areas of
inquiry: (I) teacher behavior; (2) teacher effeetiveness; and (3)
teacher education. Despite si,mewhat different orientations., these
areas all depend upon syste,matic observation of instructional_
processes (Borich & Madden, 1977; Cheffers, 1977; Medley & Mitzel,
1464; Rosenshine & Furst, 1911). Process variables include the
actual behaviors of teachers and pupils which occur during the
LUiSr0,n11 Or inter:rtiVe idlaSe of instruction. They represent a

wide array of pedagoOcal, managerial, and interpersonal events
which, theoreti,allv, have been planned to enhance pupil achieve-
ment of valued educational outcomes.

Process data come directly from live observatifin or indirectly
from audiovisual records, descriptive protocols,,or verbatim
transcripts. The LNplcal observation system focuses on selected
aspect;; ot the teacher-learner transaction. The target events
mti;ft bucleally del toed and require loW to moderate inference by
observor6; These event; can he organized to aecOmodate vartons
leve-l:; ,>,f analysis. They can he expressed as a ljnite set of

broad, ,tfintuaily exclusive categories, specific subdivisions within
categories, or split even further into smAller units. Another
possibility is the multidimenional system. It not only classifies
generic. events, but deticribes other details such as an event's
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While descriptive- analytic studies of teacher behavior have
confirmed what we alwayS wanted to know but were afraid to ask,
they have left many stones unturned. .They have identLfied the
elements of teaching but have not shown how the elements fit to=
Other. Surely, teaching is ter than the sum of its palt-ts!

Future research should focus he antecedents and consequences
of discrete events and construe flow charts to illustrate how
single moves merge into cycles, how cycles merge into episodes,
and how episodes merge into models. [n -this respect, Morgenegg's
(1917) study of pedagogical moves in physical. 'education depicted
the sequences of actions and interactions that make the teacher-
learner relationship come alive. Bronfenbrenner (1476).has also
suggested that classrooms he studied as ecological, systems, using
ethnographic and Plienomenolg4a1 methods, to obtain more holistic
descriptions of educational events.

Now that the first round of teacher behavior research has
ended, it is appropriate to speculate about the generallzability
of recent findings. The existing'databank has not revealed
whether the behaviors observed to date. are consistent occurrences,
over time, or relatively rare happenings. Thus, it may be pre-
mature to make conclusive statements until we have enlarged our
teacher sample. It'llow appears that many measures of teacher y
behavior are unstable and, therefore, do not provide trustworthy
descriptions of how teachers really behave (Rosenshine & Furst,
1973; Shavelson & Dempsey-Atwood, 1976). Lack of stability in-
dicates that certain teacher behaviors are context-specific,
varying from one occasion to the next according-io the tasks,
students, .and teaching styles involved in an observed lesson.
Hopefully, commando raids updb physical education classrooms will
be replaced by more longitudinal visits and repeated observations
of the same teachers in multiple situations. It also recommended
that such studies employ several observation systems, including
both low-inference instruments and high-inference rating scales,
which permit finding intercorrelations among variables and help
to establish convergent and' discriminant validity of instruments.

.The Teacher Effectiveness Paradigm

The push toward competency-based teacher education has in-
tensified the persistent search for measures of effective teaching
in sport, dance, and exercise. Behavioral indicators of competence
can be identified by (1) so,liciting the professional judgement of
experienced teachers and teacher ecicators, (2) defining the in-
structional processes associated with theoretical models of teach-
ing, or (3) conducting empirical research to discover lawful re-
lationships between teacher behavior and pupil achievement. The

latter approach is called the process-product paradigm and has its
roots in elementary school studies of teacher effectiveness
(Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Good & Group, 1977; Leinhardt, 1977;
McDonald, 1976; Soar, V972; Stallings, 1977; Tikunoff, Berliner,
& Rist, 1975).

Teacher effectiveness research measures proc4ss variables
via systematic observation, rating scales, interviews, and quest-
ionnaires. Product variables, representing the intended. outcomes
of instruction, are assessed by standardized achievement tests,
teacher-designed examinations, and various attitude or psycho-
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logical inventories. Pupil growth is inferred from final per-
forMance, absolute improvement, or residual gain on product
measures and is also used as the criterion for distinguishing
more and less effective teachers: The residual gain method
probably serves as the best growth index because it control& for
the powerful effects of pupil entry ability on final performance.
Once process-product data are co- llected, they are. grouped and
analyzed as classroN,units.

Some studies calculate zero order.and partial correlations
to identify process-product relationships within sampled classes.
Others dichotomize classrooms to make comparisons between more.and
less effective teacher groups: Leinhardt (1977) applied multi-
variate methods to isolate process variables that explained why
some classes profited from instruction more than others. Recently,
teinhardt's model was-adapted by Yerg (1977) to determine relation- ;
ships between selected classroom-behaviors of 40 preservice
physical educators and pupil performance on a basic cartwheel task.

Initially, the multivariate model proposes a tentative frame-
work for deciding what variables to measure and organizing the re-
su.itant measures into-log'ical construct groupings. The framework
specifies pupil achievement as the dependent variable and includes
independent variables thought to influence final pupil performance
following an' instructional program. Assuming final performance
will differ among classes, the model ascertains the relative im-
portance of independent constructs for explaining observed achieve-
ment variance. In addition to process-product data, measure of

pupil input,, teacher input, and instructional context must be ob-
tained. The inputs include abilities, aptitudes, and experiences
that teachers and pupils bring to an instructional setting, es-
pecially those which might. effect both the processes and products
of instruction. CdnteXt variables are environmental factors that
cannot he controlled (e.g. pupil age, sex, or,SES; class duration,
frequency; or size).

Obviously, the measurement plan will result in an enormous
volume of data. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce and combine
variables into meaningful sets, within limits imposed by the
degrees ,l)f freedom. After inspecting descriptive and correlation-
al data, many process items can be eliminate'd due to rawness in
frequency, variability, or reliability or because they fail to
correlate with pupil achievement. Variables with high inter-
correlations may be combined or interchanged. The remaining
variables Ire then converted to standard scores, with zero mean
and imit variance, and summed to form composites for the respect-
ive constructs.

From this point in Yerg's study, two multiple correlation and
regression procedures were employed. First, a "full" regression
model found the proportion of achievement variance explained by
all independent constructs. Second, a "restricted" model account-
ed for variance explained by pupil input alone. Yerg then applied
analysis of variance to find out if there was a significant dif-
ference .between the two coefficients of multiple determination.
This step reveals whether teacher effects are at all responsible
for achievement variance. Put another way, it tell whether
teachers make a difference! After the general teacher effects
are isolated, the relative importance of separate process con-
structs can be found by forward stepwisd regression methods.
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Although Yerg's%'study was unsuccessful in supporting "task
presentation," "providing practice," and "providing.feedback"
as indicators of teacher competence in a micro instructional 11'

setting, the design and methods she employed could have consider-
able application in FOngtudinal research on teacher effectiveness
in school physical education programs.

As reported for physical education, process-product studies
in elementary school classrooms also reveal the prevalence of
direct instruction. Across several' investigations reviewed by
RoSensy_ne (1973), it was found that small-step instructional
procedures which are teacher-controlled, provide pupils with
materials at their ability level, and offer fairly quick feedback
are positive correlates of pupil growth. Other correlates are
narrow questions, straightforward directions, and supervised seat-.
work. It was also reported that direct instruction was not always
synonymous with dictatorial, joyless classrooms. On the contrary,
concern, kindness, and positive feelings were frequent events in
both structured and unstructured settings. The standout correlate
of pupil achievement seems to be the actual time spent productively
involved in academic tasks (also called "opportunity to learn").
This finding, which also emerged from Yerg's data, suggests the
need to look more closely at the kinds of teacher behavior which
promote pupil work involvement. Kounin (1970) and Stallings (1977)
have already identified several pedagogical and managerial skills
which minimize off-task pupil behavipr.

Supporters of direct instruction may, at this moment, have
little reason to jump for joy. The correlations between direct
behaviors and pupil achievement have been moderately low. This
suggests that effective teacIling may involve the orchestration"
of numerous discrete variables. Furthermore, it has been found
that direct instruction is not always appropriate. Apparently,
it is quite effective for young children with low ability and
socioeconomic status. Less structure seems better for older,
more 'capable pupils. 'Soar (1972) found that teacher control and
pupil learning were niSt linearly related. He observed an inverted
"U" curve showing [lilt too much and to little control retard pupil
growth. He also found that teacher control was dependent upon
task complexity. Less control seems congruent with difficult
tasks; more control seems appropriate for less complex tasks.
Singer. (1977) expressed similar views for teaching motor skills.
It now appears that having a wide repertoire of teaching styles is
the common ingredient of good teaching, plus the ability to match
styles with the nature of Casks and learners.

The Teacher Education Paradigm

Approximately 700 colleges and universities in the 1111. ed

States prepare physical education teachers. Each program rece es

official sanction from its parent institution, state education
department, and the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE). To obtain approval, a program must provide
evidence that it selects, trains, places, and evaluates candidates
who meet clearly defined criteria of teaching competence. The

accountability mechanism associated with accreditation suggests
teacher educators have accumulated considerable data about how
and how not to develop effective teachers. If such knowledge
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exists for physical education, where is it stored? The reviews
of Peck and Tucker (197'3) and Turner (1975) made no mention -of
research in physical education teach6t- preparation.

At present, teacher education prograMs are infiltrated by a
conglomerate of separate subsystems which,, hopefully, work to-
gether to crank out an effective teacher. Onj subsystem'is the
content mastery model which values intensive involvement with the
movement arts and sciences. A second suhsytem, the apprenticeship
model, proposes-tlmt good teachers are developed,by real-world

-clinical experiewee under the watchful eyes of seasonecUpraction-
ars. Thirdly, there is the analytic model which argues that
teaching can be broken dawn into discrete skills and then exten-
sively practiced in micreteaching, peer teaching, and simulated
classroom settings. In addition to the -above approaches, human
istic teachereducator5-; advocate sensitivity -type training,
pedagogical kinesiologists want. scientific studies to have rele-
vance far the diagnostic-prescriptive roles of skill instructors,
and behaviorists urge the gradual shaping of-pedagogical acts
through feedback and reinforcement.

The divergent perceptions about educating teachers offer an
open invitation to research, not just to-discover the best way but
to figure out how to link the best of all models. The few who
have accepted this invitation have usually worked under the ex-
per,imental 'banner. Goldberger (1970), for instance, measured the
classroom behavior of student teachers before and after exposure to
various training regimens. A few years after he examined the
effects of affective and cognitive training programs, the most
serious teacher development research in physical.education was
initiated by Siedentop (1976) and colleagues at Ohio State Uni-
versity. The OSU team ha;'; successfully used applied behavior
analysis and competency-based intervention to improve the mana-
gerial and interpersonal' skills of preservice teachers. Elsewhere,
there have only been a handful of singl shot studies concerning
the behavioral effects of microteachin , performance feedback, and
interaction analysis training.

There are other challenges for ea-her education research
besides experimental training stud' s. Very little is known about
the nature of the teacher educatic talent pool. We ought to
study the entry characteristics ( teacher candidates to discover
which, if. any, personal attribu s are predictive of success in
the program, ability to secure employment, and effectiveness in
the actual work situation. Thi?re is also some feeling that can-
didates with different characteristics may respond differently
to various training programs(i.e. aptitude x training interaction).
We should find out whether good teachers can emerge from divergent
training experiences. The extent to which the behavior of train-
ees is influenced by university supervisors and cooperating
teachers is Another area of study. Do behaviors acquired through
training persist during student teaching or beyond? Or, are
novice teachers socialized by the establishment so that they

...d.l.kwe like those already inside the system? There is some evi-
denA, to suggest that trainees revert back to their old ways when
confronted by expectations and rewards different from those present
during training. If, indeed, the chronic effects of teacher
education Are minimal,'then perhaps we must intensify efforts in
graduate and continuing education or admit the irrelevance of our
present training systems.
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Moving Toward Adulthood

Locke (1977) described research on teaching physical edu-
cation as a "'dismal science."' It mdgt certainly is not! It is

lust the newborn baby in our'kofession, susceptible to'all the
common illnesses which plaguy any young discipline. Berliner (1976)
.prescribed several-cures for teacher effectivenes's research -and
Locke (1977) offered his own eight-point plan for nurturing ped-
agogical research in physical education. Locke's suggestions for
information retrieval, resource 'sharing, and informal consortia
are especially appealing.,' From my own vantage point,. however,
we do not need another-"invisible college" in our research com-
munity. What I envision is a highly visible Center for Research
'and Development on Teaching Physical Education, posiibly pattern-
after the existing operations at Pittsburgh, Stanford, Texas, or
Michigan State. Such Ri& 1M:enters haye attracted outstanding
human talent and filnanitul resources. They considtr research on
teaching serious business rather than a leisure pursuit. Until
we can mobilize our own resources,_hpwever, all that is necessary
for the baby to grow is a little tender, loving tare from the
members of its professional family.
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Descriptive Analytic Research in Physical Education

Wuxi L. Morgenegg
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

The teaching p ess has been explored through three basic

types of research st tegies: descriptive, correlational, and ex-

perimental. Correlational studies haVe traditionally focused on the i

relationships between teacher traits and indicies of pupil achieve-

ment. Representative of the experimental strategy are those studies
which attempt to show the effect of different instructional letho-

dologies on learning or performance.
AltWough most research has traditionally involved the use of

correlational, and experimental strategies, an investigative ap-
proach that is being used with increasing frequency is the descrip-

tive method of research. This method of research involves the
systematic observation of the teaching prOcess from within the
classroom or gymnasium. The term obserfation implies that the
investigator has looked at gymnasium participants in action even
though observations may have been made by mechanical means such as
with audio or videotape recordings. The systematic nature of the

observations implies that instruments or category systems were
designed for noting or otherwise measuring events of the classroom

or gymnasium (Dunkin and-Biddle, 1974, p. 3).
Descriptive research in physical education is in an embryonic

stage, with only a handful of studies being undertaken prior to

1971. Since 1971, a number of descriptive studies have been con-\\

ducted. Many of these studies were a direct outgroWth, of a video-

tape gathering project begun in 1971 under the direction of William

G. Anderson of Teachers College, Columbia University. During this

Data Bank Project, 83 yideotapes of ongoing elementary and secondary

physical education classes were .gaithered, This Data Bank Project

is significant because it represents a sizeable and diveise collec-

tion of data covering gymnasium activities. Such a colleCtion is

unprecedented in physical education and infrequent in classroom

research.
Three research projects that have grown out,of the Data Bank

Project are particularly of interest becaUse of the ationship

they bear to each other. .

Barrette (1977) used a system designed by A erSon (1972) to'

monitor how elementary and secondary teachers spe t:their-time in ,°

class. The core of this system is the function d men'sion which

describep the purpose of the teachers' behaviors . The,function

dimension is divided into groups 'of categories see Table 1). Of

all teacher functions, the acts of obServing motor activities

accounts for-mOrethao ZO percent of the teachers class time.

Guiding the motor activities of students accounts for almost 1/3

of the teachers time. .
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These and other data from the Barreite study should not be
taken as an indictment_ against physical education teachers for not
spending more of their time in substantive tasks. For example,.
even though much time was spent observing, these were observations
of motor activities. Furthermore, these observations were fre-
quently followed by feedback ftapt the teacher about the motor act- -
a process critical to learning."' It must be kept in mind that the
duration of these funotions was also quite short indicating a cer-
tain mobility of the teacher from pupil to pupil. This mobility
was ostensibly for the purpose of meeting individual needs.

In contrast to Barrette's study of teacher activity, Costello
studied what activities occupied the pupil's class time. Using a
descriptive instrument designed by.Laubach (1974), Costello (1977)
observed a total of 193 elbmentary pupils for three 5 minute periods
throughout the physical education class: Student activity was
divided into 12....categories. Interestingly, awaiting accounts for
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, over one-third of the pupilld time. Over 70 jrcent of a pupille$
time is spent either receiving information, or awaiting ah'oppor-
tunity to participate (see Table 2).
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The two studies cited so far have independently examined the
duration, and frequency of either teacher or pupil activities. A
study undertaken by the author had as its purpose the examination
of the teacher and pupil as they interacted.

The system of analysis was based on the work of Arno Bellack
and his study of the use of language in the classroOM. His system
consisted of four pedagogical moves or functions: structuring,
soliciting, responding,and reacting. Through structuring, parti-
cipants (teachers and pupils) set the context for subsequent events
and behavior. In structuring, the teacher tells or otherwise com-
municates the activities for the day. The teacher may say, for
example, "Today we are going to work on the balance beam."

Soliciting calls for an expected response from the receiver.
Commands, imperatives, and interrogatives are solicitations. For
example, a teacher may say, "Everybody come*over here and form a
circle." The response of the pupils to this command is an example
of the responding move. A response is the reciprocal of a solici-
tation and occurs only in relat.ion to it. Reacting serves to eval-
uate, modify, or rate the aforementioned pedagogical moves. For

example, if a pupil makes a nice play in basketball, the teacher
may say, "That was good. Keep it up."

An examination of all moves as they are distributed by teacher(
and pupil combined, reveals the respective roleq of teacher and
pupil (see Table 3). It is apparent from these data, that the
teacher's role is one of soliciting and reacting, while the pupil's
role is one of responding.
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Regarding the use of solicitations, teachers used the direct
form (commands and imperatives) more than 3/4 of the time and the
indirect form (questions) only 15 percent of the time. Although
pupils do not use the solicitation often, the indirect form is used
more than the direct form.

Reacting is primarily a teacher role. In comparing elementat'y
and secondary teachers on positive reacting, elementary teachers
reacted positively twice as frequently as secondary teachers. State-
ments like "Yes, that's good", etc. occur twice as often at the ele-
mentary level as compared to the secondary level.

In order to examine the sequential nature of teaching, prede-
termined combinations of pedagogical moves were generated by Bellack
(1966) and were identified as teaching cycles (see Figure 1).

The t,eacher solicitation, pupil response cycle (SOL, RES) was
the most frequently used (51.5%). An example of this cycle would
be: a teacher asks a 'pupil to do a forward roll, and the pupil re-
sponds by doing the forward roll.

Of particular interest is the solicitation (SOL) cycle. This
cycle is characterized by the teacher giving a command for which he
or she expects a response; no response, however, is observed because
either the response.ls delayed or the teacher moves away from the
area. According to these data, almost 20 percent of the time, the
teachers didn't observe the response they solicited.

Several conclusions might logically be extracted from these
descriptive studies. The traditional methodologies - teacher domi-
nance and directiveness, mimimal pupil involvement in decisions -
persist in spite of the zealous efforts of authors, philosophers,
humanists and practitioners to implement innovative strategies or
curricula for our public school physical education programs.

A more careful examination of the data indicates that the
teaching process across various physical education settings and
grade levels and activities is remarkably similar. The similarity
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of the teaching process,is particularly striking when comparing*
classroom and gymnasium teaching - at least in terms of the peda-
gogical process of structuring, soliciting, responding, and reacting.
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Admittedly, these results are tentative, particularly given
the absence of a larger sample, and 'the use of inferential statis-
tics. The results may also have been influenced by a lack of sen-
sitivity of the instrument used. However, there is wisdom in con-
tinuing this kind of research. If for no other reason, descriptive
research helps to systemize our views of the teaching. process.
Systemization and orderliness are necessary forerunners of meaning-
ful correlational and experimental research.
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Identifying Teacher Behavior
A Correlates of Pupil Achievement

Beverly J. Vert; ,

Florida. Slate University

Tallehaueal Florida 32306

..:,.

Two youngsters are running away from home. One asks, "Where
are you going?" to which the other replies, "I don't know." Then
how will, you know when you get there? is the puzzled response.
SometimAe our educational ventures might be characterized in much
that same way. '.

The target of a curriculum, a unit of instruction, a lesson
or an episode is to bring about soma change in behavior, that is,
learning. In physical education we seek to promote the adoption
of a physically active lifestyle. To develop and maintain such a
lifestyle, the individual must possess a level-of physical skill
accompanied by knowledges and attitudes conducive to continued
involvement. As phlysical educators we try to help learners
develop knowledges, attitudes, and skills that will enable them
tb participate at a satisfying level and thus increase the prob-
ability that activity levels will persist.

The question that emerges is - - what teacher behaviors are

(
effective in facllitating motor skill development? To answer.

/pph

s research question, the teacher - effectiveness paradigm, a
rocess- product design, is used. The paradigm.. utilizes 1) a

criterion of effectiveness such as a measure of pupil achieve-
ment (the product) and 2) measures of teacher behavior, the
process of the teaching act.' The process measures are used to
explain variation in the product or criterion measure after
controlling for pupil entry characteristics. Stated another way,
the procedure is to describe how classrooms differ and relate
these variations to differential pupil achievement.

Such research is currently beings conducted in the cognitive
domain by a Jimited number of researchers. Results have shown
that effective teacher behaviors vary with subject matter and age
level of learners. Thisprocedure has not been_used to study
effeceive7*aCnei 6elaviois in the psychototnr domain. and there-.,
'fore, no plAnrty e was available on which to build. It.mas
assumed that ete"'Iwould be similarities as welt-as...dtfterenceS
iAresearch n the'isychomotor-,Admin:

The search traditions that have been used in phySical
educati may be described briefly in three ways: 1) motor
lea g, where the treatment (process) is manipulated with the

come (product) being measured; 21' classroom methodology, where
the process is a specified method, usiially not described or,
measured with regard to the individual teacher, and again, the
outcome is measured; and 3) descriptive- analytic, where the
process of teaching is described and quantified, but the outcome

not measured. While these research approaches provide much
information, none measures both the process and the product and
therefore, does not answer the research questiOA being asked. A
multidimensional approach is needed to study teaching-learning
in context.
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Methodology

The following procedure was used to gather data on the
_problem. Each of forty pre-service physical education teachers
taught a twenty-Miailte motor task lesson to three randomly
assigned elementary school students from grades three through six.
The motor task was the cartwheel, selected because 1) it was

sensitive to teacher intervention; 2) as measured, would reflect
body controL, a stage of development characteristic octhe age
group; 3) performances could be objectively measured with magni-
tude of deviation; and 4) changes could be expected, as a result
of a t4enty-minute instructional session.

The cartwheel performance was measured in both horizontal
and vertical planes. Using a parallel-lined target area, pupils
were instructed to do the cartwheel trying to place each hand and
foot in the target lane. Corresponding vertical targdk lanes
were used to analyze and Score vertical alignment of filmed
performances. Pupils were performance tested immediately before
and immediately after the instructional session. Cartwheel per-

formances were recorded on movie film. By standardizing the
instructions to teachers and the teaching context, the only
variation between the pretest and the posttest was the instruc-
tional session. These sessions were videotape recorded for
later analysis.

Teacher behavior constructs were factors hypothesized to
facilitate achievement on the cartwheel, namely, teacher mastery
of content; clear, concise, and specific task presentation;
providing for and supporting practice; and providing specific,
task-related feedback. Content mastery was determined by a
written knowledge test and a performance-test on the cartwheel.
The teacher behavior process variables were measured by time-
sampling the videotaped instructional sessions.41Three five -
second periods per milUte, totalling sixty observations per
lesson, were quantified using a specially designed Teacher
Behavior Observation System (TBOS). The teacher behavior was
first classified in one of the four generic categories; task
presentation; providing for practice; provtding feedback; and
other, for behaviors not able to be classified in the other three.
categories. The behavior was then descrihed in depth, in terms
of communication mode, target audience, timing, intent and
referent of the communication. These teacher behavior descrip-

tions were recorded on the TBOS tally sheet. Scores from
specific cells of the tally sheet were used as measures of the
behavioral indicators of the constructs as defined. The scores

were transformed to standard z scores (zero mean, unit variance)
and summed with appropriate weighting to form composite scores
for each of the constructs.

Analysis

Multivariate approaches in the study of teacher effective-
ness are corgruent. with the multiplicity of behaviors involved
in the teach'ing-learning interaction. Multiple independent
variables and sets of variables are selected to describe aspects
of interactive teaching in an attempt to relate these aspects to
specified learner outcomes. It should be noted that multiple
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dependent variables would further portray reality; but this Was
beyond the scope of fthe present study.

lin this study multiple regressibn analysis was used to
explain variati.on in pupil achievement on a motor task in terms
of selected combinations of independent variables. Simultaneous
full and restricted model multiple regression equations were
formulated. Fhe'restricted model described pupil final perform-
ance as a functioa of pupil initial performance. 4Allis relation-

ship had importance as Lk defined the effect of pupil entry
behavior on subsequent achievement and also determined the amount
of variance remaining to be explained by other factors. Examining
the residuals in the restricted equation determined the appropri-
ateness of the linear term for pupil initial performance. The
full model regression equation explained variance in pupil achieve-
ment in terms of initial performance and the teacher behavior.
constructs. This analysis described the effects of each independ-
ent variable and the set, of variables on pupil...achievement,.the .

dependent variable. Tice use of the simultaneous' equation analysis
provided a means for isolating the effects of thn're,acher
behavior constructs.

Orde r oflipotof variables in a regression equation can
:ef,fect the oticome of the analysis. Theory and empirical judgement
were used .in determining order of input for this study. A tnrward.
stepwise regression analysis was tun to determine appropriateness
vf the selected order of input and the relative effect of each
independent variable on pupil achievement.

Results

data for the restricted model showed a strong, positive
relationship beiwedu pupil initial and -final performance (R .867,

P .001). seventy -five percent of the variance in final perform-
ance on.,the i-_riwneel task was explained by pupil initial perform-
ance (R- .75). The significant difference between pretest and

,.posttest scores on the cartwheel (t = 8.94, p< .001), indicated
that learning had occurred. The data for the full model-showed
an additional two percent of variance on pupil final performance
explained by the teacher behavior constructs (R = .77). The
difference between these coefficients of multiple determination
was statistically nonsignificant. As the contribution of the set
of teacher behavior constructs. in explaining varianceln pupil
achievement was statistically nonsignificant, the contribution of
individual teacher behavior consvncts was also statistically non-
s.ignificanc. The forward stepwise regression analysis confirmed
the order of, input of the variables in the analysis as appropriate.
This has Limited uleaning duo to the statistical nonsignificance,
however, it supported the procedure andlias implications fcir
subsequent research.

ilet.:criptive data substantiated that teacher::: exhi)aited

consiJerable variability in their conduct of the lessons. Learner'
achievement scores also showed a range of variability, howetirdr,
relationships between teacher hehaVior and learner achievement
were' not established.

t
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Discussion

This study was designed to control for internal validity and
external validity was limited. These results represent one study
with one motor task and thus are cautiously interpreted.

The relationship between pupil initial and final performances
Indicated that .achievement is strongly determined by pupil entry
characteristics. The independent variables of pupil initial
performance and teacher behavior are significant in explaining
variance in pupil achievement, but not significantly better than
pupil initial performance alone. That is, as defined and
measured in this study, the teacher behaviors of content mastery,
clear, concise, and specific task presentation, providing for and
supporting practice, and providing specific, task-rei,ated feed-
back did not make a significant difference in pupil achievement.
It would be irresponsible to conclude that these teacher behaviors
do not make a difference.,

Researchers in the cognitive domain have reported four to
fifteen percent of variance in achievement available for teacher
effects over an academic year. One might speculate whether the
two percent from the micro-setting of twenty minutes might
increase in the macro-setting over the school year. In cognitive
domain studies, the relationship between initial and final perform-
ance is much higher. This leaves less variance to be explained by
other factors. If the relationship from this study holds, there
may be greater teacher eft'ects possible in the psychomotor domain.
In addition, there may be differences in relationships for varying
tasks, skills, and age levels. Much more research is necessary
before definitive conclusions are forthcoming.

There is still the perplexing queg'tion of the twenty-three
percent unexplained variance in this study. The study confirmed
the process of identifying effective teacher behaviors in the
psychomotor dohain as appropriate. HOwever, some weaknesses seem
apparent in identifying and quantifying the approwiate behavioral
indicators. Current research in progress may serve to provide
additional information to further this research approach. Pease
and his colleagues at Uneiversity of North Florida are developing
a theoretital model of teacher behavitirs essential in promoting
physical development. Based on Harrow's taxonomy of movement and
a teacher education model paralleling Gentile's model of skill
acquisition, they are currently validating instrumentation to
measure the specified teacher behaviors. Singer and his colleagues
at Florida State University are conducting research to identify
cognitive strategies utilised by learners in acquiring motor skills.
Others such as C,oldberger at Temple and Cheffers at Boston are
directing studies on patterns of teacher behavior that facilitate
specific learner wItcomes. The,:e research endeavors may well fill
in some-ut the 1,aps needed to further the identification of
correlates of teaeltr effectiveness in the psychomotor domain.

rro,tno:H ,IllitlUFA,[fl that c,:e .11-0 on the threshold
of de.velopit14 a research base ler teacher education in physical
education.
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Professiobal Football Circa 1928-1940

James E. Odenkirk
Arizona Stele University
Tempe, Arizona, 85281

Journalists and sports historians have provided many insights con-
cerning the growth of professional football since World War II. But
research does not provide much factual detail about professional
football during its embryonic period, the 1920's apd 1930's.

Some of these early events are portrayed by the brief, but eventful
professional career of Ken Haycraft, All-American end at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota in 1928, who later played for the:Minneapolis
Red Jackets and the Green Bay Packers.

Haycraft.'s early career, by modern standards, would be a rarity.
First of all, Ilayeraft'did not play football at his high school,
Central HighSchool in Washington, D.C. Secondly, jilayeraft did

not go out for the football team his freshman year at the Uni-,
tiersity of Minnesota in 1924. Haycraft became a so- called "walk-
On" candidate in his sophomore year in 1925. Coach Clarence Spears
encouraged Haycraft and, although Haycraft was only six feet tall
and weighed 175 pounds, he showed Dr. Spears enough football savvy
to be retained on the team. Eventually Haycraft played regularly
on Minnesota's undefeated team of 1927 and was selected to Grant-
land Rice's All-American team in 1928.

Upon graduation, and with the assistance of Val Ness, a butcher,
and John Dunn, a postal clerk, a professional franchise was
organized in Minneapolis. A professional team was composed of not
more than eighteen players, and players were expected to play both
offense and defense.

League teams were located throughout the Midwest and along the
Eastern coast. Schedules consisted of approximately sixteen games,
including a maximum of four exhibition games. Cro0s of 5,000 fans
were considered average at this time, except for gipes involving
Red Grange and the "Monsters of the Midway," the Chicago Bears.

The Mirineapolis Red Jackets completed their first season in 1929,
winning only two games and finishing financially in the "red."
By 1930, the depression had taken a heavy toll and efforts to
rescue the Red Jackets were fruitless. Three of the players, in-
eluding: Haycraft, were sold to the Green Bay Packers.

The history of the Green Bay Packers is lbgend and it was to
Haycraft's advantage to be associated with n first rate operation,
coached by the legendary Curly Lamheau. Haycraft, smallest member
of the team, played in the second game of the season against
Ernie Nevers and the Chicago Cardinals.

Unfortunately, Green Bav was detected to be carrying twenty-tow
players, rather than the maximum of eighteen playprs. Thus
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Haycraft, along with three other playeri, was released by Green
Bay before the final game of the season for the league title.

The Collowing year, 1931, Haycraft attempted to sign with the
Detroit Lions but was unsuccessful in his efforts. Haycraft's
football playing cared. did not end entirely. Haycraft was
pursuing a law degree at the University of Minnesota, so he re-
turned to Minneapolis. He organized a semi-professional team,
in Which Haycraft was owner, general manager, coach, and player.
The team consisted of only thirteen players and the team played
in a semi-pro league for six seasons against teams from Minnesota,
Iowa, and Illinois. The advent of World War II brought an end to
the semi-pro league.

Basic offensive strategy centered around the single-wing formation,
the double-wing, and the short punt formation. Defenses were basic,
consisting of a fiye or six man line and a minimum of "stunting" or
"blitzing." On a passing down, there would be shifting to cover
potential pass receivers, and generally, the defensive middle
center or, middle guard, who was strong, fast, and agile, was at
liberty to move anywhere he wished on any play.

Quality of play would be hard to compare with the modern-day game,
except Haycraft .believed players were in better condition in the
earlier days, since the limited number of players (18) placed
great stress on conditioning. The player's endurance and stamina
were often taxed. Haycraft recalled playing a game in Frankfort,
Pennsylvania, on a Saturday, then traveling by train to New York
City to play Ken Strong and the Staten Island team on Sunday.
While in New York, the team stayed in a first class hotel near
Central Park. The players dressed in their uniforms while in
their rooms, then walked from their hotel to Central Park in
tennis shoes and practiced, often to the delight of pedestrians,
and with no fear of molestation.

Haycraft, who could reflect from both the intercollegiate and pro-
fessional viewpoint, believed that professional football was not
as "dirty" as intercollegiate football in the late 1920's and
early 1930's. Early stories reported that.George Trafton of the
Chicago Bears was reported to be a "dirty" player, and that some
of his tactics helped earn him a berth on the All7Profootball
team. Generally, one's own teammates would tell a player like
Trafton to "clean it up," lest he aggravate the opposing team
into a slugfest.

In summary, it was Haycraft's opinion that in the 1930's one did
not have to play football in high school to be successful in
college play, citing himself as one of many examples. Haycraft
believed that coaches of the modern day (1970's) concentrate so
heavily on the high school athletes who receive the headlines and
are selected for All-Star teams, that the non-experienced athletes
or walk-on students are too frequently ignored or shunted to the
sidelines.
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--rn retrospect, professional football in the late 1920's and early
1930's reflected an aspect of the sporting world, which, was ex-
citing, entertaining, and almost unbelievable in some respects.
The game played by Ilaycraft was filled with obstacles not solved,
by the technological advances evident in the 1970's. Thus al-
though the modern game may reflect great advancement in training
and playing techniques, the earlier game displayed basic values
and objectives which allowed the game to emigrate from its'embry-
onic stages to a full-fledged entertainment spectacle.
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The Decline of the Cycling Craze Of
The Mauve Decade: A New Approach,

Jeffrey 0. Segrave
'Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona 85281

INTRODUCTION

The demise of cycling around the turn of the nineteenth century
was not.a gradual process, but a sudden eclipse. Many writers of
the time detailed the fadlike popularity of the sport during the
period 1890-1900, and its sudden reversal in fortune between the
years 1900-1905 was documented in many contemporary periodicals.
In 1905 the Scientific American (10) recorded that the history of
sports and pastimes in this country furnishes no parallel to the
rapid grtildth in popularity of the bicyEle, and its even more
sudden decline as a means of recreation" (p.234).'
The sudden decline.of cycling as a mass recreational sport has

still remained something of a mystery. Writers have posited
various reasons to account for the reversal in the fortunes of the
bicycle ranging from the invention of the automobile to the prob-
lems Of dress. However, historical evidence suggests that these
explanations might he inadequate and that the cycling fad collap-
sed in great measure because of certain long term changes in the
social status of women which were irreversible. While the import-
ance of women in the rise of cycling has been considered else-
where (2,9), no contemporary or secondary analysis has examined
the'role of women in the abrupt demise of cycling which took place
between the years 1900-1905. Indeed, the fact that the decline of
cycling coincided with the emancipation of women inlmanY other
circumstances has never been taken into account by the historians
of cycling. The result of the women's movement during the latter
part of the nineteenth century was nowhere more noticeable. than in
the dramatic increase in the participation of the American woman
in a wide variety, of sports as a result of and at the expense of
the cycling craze. Consequently,kit is suggested that the major
reason for the decline of the cycling craze during the period 1900
1905 was not as hitherto forwarded by the historians of cycling,

but due to the changing patterns of women's participation in sport
during the same crucial period.

In order to investigate this hypothesis the present paper is
divided into three parts; namely, (i) the decline of cycling, 1890
1905, (ii) the rise of women in sport, 1890-1905, and (iii) the

rise of sport in the Physical Education curriculum for women, 1890
1910.

THE DECLINE OF CYCLING: 1890-1905
Both contemporary and secondary analyses have offered various

explanations to account for the decline of cycling. Most writers
have 'subscribed to the commonly accepted view that the popularity
of cycling waned because of the emergence of the automobile (e.g.,
9,11). However, during the first decade of the twentieth century
the motor car was still predominantly a pastime of the aristocracy.
While Rene de Kuyff may have had tHe Prince of Wales as his pupil,
and Lambajad may have taught the Duchesse d'Uzes to drive a car,
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for the most part the automobile was not yet an universally econ7l)

omic proposition. lay 1913 there were still only 60,000 cars in the
entire country,. It was only with the developement of the assembly
lin6 by,Henry Ford in 19.14 that the motor car beganAto reach the .

hands of the average American. Although the motyror may have de-
tracted from the publicity previously thrust upon the bicycle, it
was only after 1918 that motor cars became even fairly comm6n.
The arrival of the trolley car and the building of trolley lines

was also heralded as a cause of the decline of the bicycle, prim7
arily on Um grounds that it "afforded An oppor(unity to get into
the country without the necessity of working the passage" (1, p.
906). However, this would seem to mitigate against the very advan-
'tape of the ,bicycle 'in that it permitted relative freedom of move-
,ment and,the possibility of independent travel. During the 1890's
thon*pds flocked to the countryside and picnic areas around the
cities, just because, for the first time the bicycle made it, feas-
ible. Furthermore, trolley and street car lines weresalreadywell
established by ,the Litt,' 1890's. A/Ile commentator even suggested
that it was .the bicycle that had the adVerse effect on the street
car trade (3).

0

Other sources suggested that the concentration of-bicycle fact-
ories inider''great Monopolies prostrated ckling. It wail reported
in 190,4 a_hat 45Clactories had been brought under ope management
(1). ILsas also propounded that the suspension of advertizingll
List sheeting the support of the press and contributed to the
collapse of the League.of American filleeimen However, the'failure
of Llit: 'Trust and the dropping enrollment in the League of American
Mieelmenwould seem to he symptoms of the decline of cycling
rather than a direct cause. File production of cheap bicycles in
England had merely meant A flooding of alai market, not the end of
eye Ling.

other reasons were calleOupon to explain the aemise of cycling,
including the physical distress caused by wheeling (10) and the
problems of dress (I). It even suggested that the decline of
the sport was due to the lack of an independent democratic spirit
Among the American peoplo (10).
'While these views would certainly appear to offer some explanat-
ion for the demise of tho cycling fad, they do not seem to account
in full measure lor the dramatic change in participant b6haviour
which occured between 1900-1905. Since women played a decisive
role in-the, origional growth of cycling, it would seem not un-
reasonable to suggest that they night also have played a fundamen-
tal part in its decline, file demand for bicycles by.women had in
great part generated the market for the manufacturers in the mid
and late 1890'5. A shift in female patterns of behavior might to a
large extent explain the collapse of cycling only a few years
later: And, indeed, it was precisely at the time that the cycling
craze coilap,-;cd that women emerged in no small measure in other
sports. IL was also at tilts time that sport finally became accep-
ted as an integral pact of the Physical Education curriculum for
women in colleges and universiti s; across the country. by 1900 for
the forst time the American worn n was no longer restricted in her
choice of spurt. :sloreoyer, this, as due in great mKistire to the
pioneer services of the bicycle.

THE RISE OF WOMEN IN SPORT: 18 -1905
of those factors which)cont buted to the acceptance of the
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American woman ou wheels, the reform in dre code and the change
in attitudes towards the physical and hearth benefits to be
accrued from cycling had the most widespread impact on the pareic-
ipationof women in other sports and recreation. Through these
innOvations the bicycle opened a new vista for the average woman.
As Krout (8) noted, the victory won on the bicycle "served as the
medium through which women entered into the sport life of the
nation" (p. 148).

According to Gerber (6) the rationalization of women's dress
through the sport of cycling "marked the beginning of women.'s
emancipation from restrictive clothing and therelphas been /

credited by historians as being one of the importAtit hallmarks of
the feminist movement" (p. 33). Although at first ridiculed and
condemned as immodest, the 'bloomer' eventually became an ac-
cepted part of women's sporting fashion. By 1899 one commentator
could advocate: "This garment, coupled with a waist and leggings,
forms a neat, practical dress for a'woman rider" (5, p.583). Be-
t ire the turn of the century, bloomer dances were held in Chicago
and a hloomer brigade even invaded a Long Island baseball field
and demanded to play.

Throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century the lack of
he'alt_h and vigor among American women caused many to seriously
question the Victorian ideal which had propounded a limited view
of the female's physical capacity. As bicycling became increas-
ingly-popular as a mass recreation for women in the 1890's, many
articles' Appeared in support of the physical benefits to be gained
icy the sport. Although strenuous physical exercise had long been
advocated for men "prejudice alone had prevented thi.j view being
held with regard to women" (4, p.807). The writer further de-
clared that "cycling is the ideal exercise to bring about a rev-
olution in this respect" (4, p.807).
The resultant effect of the changes wrought by the cycling era

was a rapid increase in the participation of women in all vari-
eties of sports. Nur was this tact lost on the commentators of the
time. For example, in 1903 Hill. (7) wrote:

,;Jot Kn011 otw's attention is thus directly attracted to the
variety of .,Lymnastic exercises, sports, and gasttimes now
enkyed by women, does one realize how much has been done in a

very few years to interest us in physical activity as a cur-
AtiJe agent and a recreation. And the list could he even long-
or with all honor to the pioneer services of the bicycle. Hand-
ball, squash, racquets, lacrosse, and cricket have their de-
votees, and fisherwomen, campers, canoeists, and gardeners
believe the most attractive forms of activity in the open have
been omitted (p.1)

There Wati Ats0 A dramatic,increase in womens' participation in
organized sports such as tennis, golf, fencing, bowling, and
archery. Chic development was facilitated both by the establish-
ment of Athletic clubs specifically for women and by the opening
of the memheri;hip to women on behalf of the existing men's clubs.
One of the first and most prominent of the.women's athletic

clubs was the Ladies Club of the 'Staten Island and Baseball
Club' which was founded in 1877. By 1897 the original membership
had grown from thirty to over three hundred. Many. other clubs
were founded during the 1880's and 1890's including the Crescent
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City Female Archery Club, the Ladies Berkely Athletic Club, the
United Bowling Club of New York, and several women's rowing dlubs.
In 1891 the Shinnecock Hills Golf Club became the first organized
women's golf club. There were also many melt's clubs which increas-
ingly began to admit female members. In 1889 Slocum (12) noted
that "to enumerate and describe all of. the clubs in the neighbour-
hood of New York City which gladly welcome ladies to membership
would be an almost endless task, for in the state of New Jersey
alone there are quite too many to be described in one article"
(p. 292). Nor were-these athletic clubs restricted. to the East
coast, but they became a phenomenon all:`-over the country.

THE RISE OF SPORT 4 1HE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM FOR WOMEN,
1890-1910.
Another fact overlooked by the commentators of cyclilig was that

the establishment of sport as an integral part of the Physical Ed-
ucation curriculum for women took place not after 1910 as most
writers have purported, but during the years 1890 and 1910 (13).
The introduction of sport into the women's Physical Education cur-
riculum prior to 1890 and its acceptance during the Mauve Decade
had a profound effect on female patterns of sporting-behavior.
Women were no longer restricted to the more genteel games of ten-
nis and golf, or to the mass recreational sports Uke croquet and,
of course, cycling.

By 1890 fourteen different sports including ,football, track and .

field, crew, baseball, And swimming had been;introduced into in-
stitutions as varied as private women's colleges, private coed in-
stitutions, state universities, and state normal schools (13). The
period 1890-1900 was marked not only by vigorous programs' to ex-
tend sporting facilities, but also by the integration of sport in-
to the instructional program. Fiften different sports were part
of the instructional program in women's colleges from east to west
coasts before 1900; sixty per cent of them being incorporated dur-
ing the Mauve Decade. During the same period; and as a result of
efforts by students and faculty alike, twenty-three sports were
reptesented in recreational programs and seventeen sports at the
club level, at institutions of higher education for women (13).
The invention of basketball in 1891 and volleyball in 1895, and

the importation of field hockey from England in 1897 had a wide-
spread impact on women's sports progreims across the country. In

1903.1iill (7) wrote of basketball that "It is by far the most pop-
ular game that women play"'(p.7). Many other sports were added- to
v414eicillar,Itild recreational programs, including track and field at

Mougt HolyNe and the University of Nebraska, and-cricket at Smith
andinnthrop Colleges.
Unlike her predecessor, the female graduate between 1890 and

1910 was increasingly well grounded in a wide variety'of sporting

experiences. Furthermore this seasoning in sport was carried away'
from the campus and merged with the trend in the larger society,
which at the time was facilitating the growing interest and
participatiofvf women in all .types of physical exercise. By 1905

in colleges and universities across the United States women re- -9,
dived instruction, enjoyed recreation, and witnessed the orgakii-
c.ation of clubs in most of the major sports and recreations of the

day.
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CONCLUSION,

In the final analysis it would appear that the abrupt demise of
the cycling craze around the turn of the nineteenth century may be
accounted for in great. measure by the dramatic changes in the
social status and sporting habits of the American woman. Cycling
became the focal point of women's fight for dress reform and par-
ticipation in physical exercise. The successes gained on the bi-
cycle provided a significant impetus for the advance of women into
many other diverse sporting arenas, as evidenced in the increased
participation of women in all varieties of recreation and sports,
the widespread organization of women's athletic clubs, and the
growth of sport within the women's Physical Educatin curriculum
in hither education during the period 1890-1905. While histor-
ians hive concentrated on various explanations to account for the
sudden demi,;e of cvclin, they have hitherto ignored the role of
wown in this phenomenon. It would seem that the cycling craze
mav well have collapsed in fact because that section of society
which had initially "taken to the sport with no Less enthusiasm
than men" (5, p.578), left it with a much greater enthusiasm for
a wider choice or sporting alternatives.

Finally, the fact that th'e increased involvement of women in
sportii'was intimately linked with the strife For women's rights
during the HAM(' crucial period between 1890 and 1.910 requires fur-
ther investigation. As Betts (2) has noted, "women have frequent-
ly plived a decisive role in the growth of American sport" (p.153)
And perhaps nowhere more decisively than during the dOcades

around the turn of the nineteenth century.
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Origins of the Connection of PE and Athletics
at the University, 1890-1930:

An Organizational Interpretation

Donafd Chu
Stanford University

Stanford,JCalifornia 94305

I propose a reanalysis of the period 1890-1930( which saw
the beginnings of the connection of intercollegiate athletics
and PE. I will use the tools of formal organizational theory in
an attempt to present a macroscopic analysis.

Definitions. A formal organization is a formally,established
organization expressly constructed for the purpose of achieving
expliEit goals (3). The university and departments of PE are
examples. Formal organizations exist with..n a task environment.
Task environments are those parts of an environment which are
relevent or potentially relevent to goal setting and goal attain-
ment (19). Task environments may be conflicting or contradictory
(10). For example, in American society one part of the environ-
ment'(university faculty) may hold a very important resource for
PE (legitimacy) necessary for goal attainment. Another part of the
task environment (state legislatures and alumni) may control other
resources (money) for the department and the university. .

The "open systems" perspective employed concerns itself with
the interchanges of the organization and the various components of
the task environment. In this view, departments of PE must con-
tinually negotiate with administration, faculty, students, the
general public in order to acquire the resources necessary for
xistence.(eg., faculty, money, legitimation, students). The open

systems theorist holds that the organization is symbiotically re-
lated to the environment, taking froM it necessary inputs and re-
turning to it goods and services. In return for vital resources
departments of PE must return trained teachers and coaches, know-
ledge, fitness, etc...

Hypothesis. The general line of my,argument is as follows:
With expansion of the universities in the era 1890-1930, the
university as.a formal organization required a "smoothening" of r
fluctuation in the flow of resources (money, visibility, students
and thF. support of faculty.) In some institutions intercollegiate
athletics, primarily football, became a means to that end of expan-
sion through the flow of resources attracted. Similarily, with

.

expansion of departments of PE during this period, departments as
formal organizations required resources in the way of money, stu-
dents, faculty and significantly, the support of the university
leadership. The means to'this end was acceptance of the incorpora-
tion of athletics vithin departmental responsibilities.

Both the university and PE grew during the period 1890-1930.
With America's growing interest and resource investment in sport
came the need to include athletics in some educationally ration-
alized and legitimized form into the university--hence affiliation
with PE. This promoted the acquisition of resources and growth of
the university and departments of PE.

The Rise,of the University. Throughout the 19th century there
was a strong undercurrent of political and public opinion that
colleges were to exclusive. This was evidenced by the successful
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land grant movement of the 1860's. Spurred by the growth of such
institutions, enrollment doubled every 15 years beginning in 1870
(12).'

!Confidence in the stability of these institutions however,
_enlarging as they were,-was not necessarily great. Before the
depression there was a 'continuing campus concern for adjustments;
to external forces that could bring improvement in support and a
greater consensus on purpose and future directions" (9). This
uncertainty was not only manifest in fluctuating enrollments, but
also in unstable financial conditions of most institutions (9).
Ross (1975) sites the insufficient funding of the years immediate-
ly before and after WW1. Such instabilities left faculty and
supportive staff under continuous financial threat.

' The Development ot_PE at the University. The early directors
of PE, among them Sargent_ (appointed at Harvard in 1879) and Ander-
son (appointed at Yale in 1887) did unit see the control of athletics
or its staffing as part of their department's responsibilities (14).

The rise of PE may be traced from Hooker and Ilitchcock.at
Amherst id the 1860's. By 1921, of 231 schools surveJ, 86% had a
PE department. Contrary to'the beliefs of Sargent and Anderson how-,
ever, in these departments of staff were engaged in athletic
coaching (7). Obviously in the period 1879-1921 there had been
radical shifts in the structure of PE. They were (I) an enormous
growth -in the number of colleges with departments of PE, (2) PE
staff were legitimized and acc(rrded faculty status, and (3) there
had developed a close bond between athletics and PE.

The Formal Orionizations of College/University and Physical
Education. A task before all organizations is the management of
its dependency on the environment. Vital resources which provide
the lifeblood of the organization must be ensured and fluctuations
In floW reduced. Establishing a position in the athletic market
may compensate for fluctuations in demands by the task environment
for other outputs of PE. In such a fashion the long run viability
of the,organization may be increased. When the organization is
constrained in sonic sectors of the task environment it may seek to
enlarge its task environment in areas where it is not constrained
(19). Athletics provided that opportunity for the organization of
PE. With the burgeoning growth of sport in the period about the
turn of the century, PE had before it a filkd technologically simi-
lar to its own. in addition with the mismanagement of sport by
students and alumni there existed a vacuum of control which
further increased the opportunity apparently open to PE. inter-
collegiate sport had awesome Visibility and was tremendously popd-
lar with the Student body as it was with another significant compo-
nent of the task environment, the alumni. With student_ and potenA
tiai student and Alumni support (both vocal and monetary), and
similar support from state legislatures, administrators of the
tenuous university/college may have also become enthusiastic about
athletics. The liability which intercollegiate athletics could
potentially become to PE may have been visible at that time, but
that image was overshadowed by the resources and stability which
inclusion of athletics in the PE department's formal structure
could provide. -

From where came the environmental pressure? We are all famil-
iar with the traditional legitimany problems cif PE within academia.
The problem is one historically noted and traced by some to the
Puritan ethic (5). Another source of the problem may concern the
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proptir."domain claims" of the university. Institutions are defined
by society as legitlittate partly on the basis of the tiropriety of
the technology employed and the outputs which are the objectives '

Of the institution. The university traditionally claimed to develop
the minds of men. The technology employed was typically the
clatSsir-mathematics, Latin, and eventually, the techniques of
'empirical investigation. Inclusion of PE within the university was
rests.ted partly because of the Heeming inappropriateness of its

technology and physical goals to the "proper goals" of the univer-
sity.

Through the incorporation of athletics, PP mac have gained
support for its legitimacy from some, it not n11, educational
leaders. Betts' .chronicling of support tor4aibleticsby college
presidents in IDA' is most signiticant. In that year the presi-
dents of the University at Chicago, Michigan, City College of New
York, Iowa, Columbia, Middlebury, Batetj and Princeton are all on
record defending athletics (1).

From the perspective'ot the college president it is not

suprising that athletics should be embraced by the institution.
Funds were scarce and their flow was not guaranteed. Competition
for resources existed between the various institutions and the
various types of institutions fpuhlic vs. private)(18). At Notre
Dame intercollegiate tootball was consciously developed in the.
1890'H as an Agency of student recruitment. As Ruitelph notes
(1902:015):

By 1900 the relationship between football and
public relations had been firmly estabLished and
almost everywhere acknowledged as one of the sport's
major just it lea t ions .-

University presidents telt they needed athletics in order to
attract students, obtain hinds from the state and alumni (1). From
their perspective the incorpoi-atien of athletics WAS understandable
and rationalized as a necessary .means of obtaining resources for
an expanding educational ,rg,mr/Arion.

The Rationalization of Athletics Within the Formal Organiza-
tion of the Universitv.°The tpliversifv which needs'athletics for
the resources it draws must somehow rat hmalize it within the
"domain claims" of the university within American society. Insti-
tutions of higher education in the P.S. have traditionally sought
to educate--this has beets- their broadest legitimi:ted goal. Obvious-
ly athletics had to he rationalized AS an educational activity. In

Addition, lt.had to he rationalized to various components of the
task environment. The monetary resource:; ,argument -for athltics'
lhOusion may suttice lor other c,IMpw; administrators, but may not
quell the opposition of university faculty.

The means chosen lor solving, this problem of the rationli-
zation of athletics within the university may be understood if one
considers 11W organizational perspective. Certain programs and
technologies are deemed by society as appropriate to specitie
organizations. This' Leads to A SOLISe of the organization as
rational: modern an&f-esponsible (IC). Athletics during the period
090-1910 was perceived AS pic!dCAlly oriented activity. Its place
.almmig the university's' mare cognitively oilented programs and
technologies was therefore questionable. Through connection with
PE, however, A field already within the university the educa-
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tiouliiiradrship could argue that it was indeed contributing to
the and respons ibil it ies of the laist itution. After al I, the
technologies of zith ,hnd ;171.'"-tte'f7rl'ved by the layman to be
similar it not ideut toal. inclusion of athletics in the P1;
curriculum, incoxporAt 0)1 athletic personnel under the depart
mental Ili c1114;,-111nal v rational veneer of justifica-
tion to fink/et-6f tv athletics. Pl., taper to increase its stability

,the t v o,)1.1 d litra v refuse the rosntures wftitti inclu-

sion h t i i mined Litelv bring,,
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Movement and Its Relationship to Academic Concept
Development. Illustration with Mathematics Principles.

Anne Green Gilbert
Seattle, Washington 98115

f

The influence of motor activity on child learning
has been the subject of much study during the past two
decades. General agreement exists that the effect is
a beneficial one. A variety of methods have been ad-
vocated as the most effective means to derive this
benefit. A logical approach to improvement of intel-
lectual performance through participation in movement
activities uses what Gratty (2) terms "cognitive
models." Progress in intellectualiind academic opera-
tions through movement is achieved-by precisely pair-
ing the movement activities with the intellectual qual-
ities one hopes to develop. The application of this
method will be subsequently described in detail. Other
less compelling techniques include the "perceptual-
motor approach" of Kephart (11) and Getman (6) which
uses movement activities mainly as tools to heighten
perceptual awareness in general; Delcato (5) suggests
basic activities such as creeping and crawling to pro-
duce an adjustment of neurologic organization with
anticipated improv ent in intellectual and perceptual
functioning; the " ynamic approach" based on work by
Oliver and Kiphard stresses the improvement of a
child's self-conce t through motor development, which
may then yield benefits in intellectual areas as
well (2). None of these latter methods bring movement
experiences into intimate relationship with the Aca-
demic experience and would therefore not be antici-
pated to ,have as immediate and direct an impact as the
technique described by Cratty.

Several authors have attempted to employ this
technique in different ways. iCratty has experimented
with movement games for teaching academic subjects.
Materials in the form of number and 'letter grids as
well as manipulative equipment are used. In ,his early
work (1) many of the physical activities focused on
jumping, hopping or skipping 'from square to square;
subsequent works (2,3) on intelligence and behavitr
employ adaptations of more traditional physical educa-
tion games and skills. Many of the activities appear
designed for smaller groups (5-10 students.) or require
an open activity area.

Humphrey (9, 10) also has utilized movement games
for improving intellectual function. His games often,
involve teams Ind competition. Many of the activities
involve well-known games included in the elementary
physical education curriculum. The emphasis is on
walking, running and ball- handling skills; games are
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designed to be enjoyable while simultaneously incor-
porating various academic concepts. The majority of
his activities are for the primary grades. A noted
researcher in learning and movement, Humphrey (10)
has concluded that children generally tend to learn
better through the motor activity learning medium
than through many of the more traditional ones.

Penman et al. (12) have studied the use of active
games to improve language arts skills in third grade)
classes.. They compared the use of active or passive
games with traditional methods of teaching concepts of
capitalization and punctuation. They concluded that
learning was enhanced significantly and most notably
when active games were employed.

In Teaching_ the Three R's Through Movement Exce-
l. es, I have presented another way of pairing move-

ment with learning. Instead of primarily utilizing
games, a movement education apprgpCh is employed in
which a variety of movement skil are.emphasized.
These incorporate the concepts of space, time, forCe
and flow.. In addition to teaching academic subjects,
encouragement of creative thinking as well as improve-
.tent of self-esteem And peer-group cooperation are
important goals. Little or no equipment is required.
Activities are described for limited or large spaces.

Several advantages of this movement education
approach are apparent. Because of the variety of
movement skills involved, improved physical fitness
and body awareness may be,attained. Ron-competetiVe

60. movement experiences enable success feel- every partic-
ipant which then provides each with Otronger self-
concept. Opportunity for immediate f4edback is avail-
able for.both students and teachers. The ability to
use movement experiences in limited classroom space
has the advantage o encouraging greater use by the
classroom teacher. In addition, activities which
require more space are described for use by the
physical educator. Consultation between classroom
teacher and physical eduCator may further enrich the
experiences.

Research in progress. is currently investigating
objectively the effect of the movement education.
approach on academic achievement. The study involves
the systematic application of this technique to the
teachihg'of language arts in two inner city elemen-
tary schools and, two non-public schools-within the
Seatt1e Washington school district (8). Student6
in 15 ementary classrooms will have their progress
monitored by taking the Metropolitan Achievement
Test-Language Arts Section before and after imple-
mentation of the training program. Their scores
will be compared to a matched control' population of
students taught with traditional methods alone.
Teachers and students in the study group have been
given an initial eight hours of instruction in basic
movement education which consists of exploration of
space, time, force and flow concepts. In additiOn,
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teachers received eight hours of demonstration of pro-
gram techniques. :Studentsare currently receiving two
hours per week of language arts instruction incorpo-
rating these movement techniques.' This training
period extends over six months.,In addition to test
scores, informal evaluation in the 'form of teacher
and principal interviews is being conducted. Using
the table of random numbers, five teachers were se-
lected to be interviewed after the initial 6 weeks of
the program, five others after 12 weeks and the re-
maining five after 18 weeks. All fifteen teachers
and four principals will be interviewed at the con-
clusion of the study.

Although the original aim of the project was to
evaluate progress in learning language arts concepts
through the use of movement techniques, this method
has also been used by many of the participating
teachers to teach math concepts. Therfore, improve-
ment in MAT-Math Section scores will be evaluated in
this group of students as well. A sample of the move-
ment activities employed to teach math concepts in
grades i;-6 follows (7):

Concepts Many and Few
Holdup many fingers. Hold up just a few

fingers. Can you touch many body parts to the floor?
Touch just a few. Take many hops forward. Try a few
hops backward. (Continue in this fashion with body
parts and locomotor movement.)

Concept: Numbers
Can youmake the shape -of a number 4 with your

bodY? hands? arms? legs? two arms and a leg?
Can you make a big 4? small 4? low level 4? high

level 4? tight 4? loose 4? Can you make a 4 with
a partner?,,,Wi-th three people? (Continue with other

numbers.)
Concept: Numbers
Can you bounce the ball in the shape of a 2?

Can T.Du roll the ball with different body parts in
the shape of a 3? Can you dribble the ball with
yoUt feet in the shape of an 8? Can you toss and
catch the ball while you draw the number 6 with

your feet on the floor?
Concept: Counting
Make the shape of a number with your rope. Now,.

walk along the rope and trace the number you'made.
Can you take just as may steps as the number names?

(Continue with'otherPnlikb*s and locomotor moVements.)

Concept: Sets
Everyone in the class think of, an 'object you

would like to describe through movement. You might

be a machine, animal, building, etc:` Now, I am
going to describe a set such as "they eat food"

and all the objects that fit into that set will make

their shapes and move.
Concept: Computation

''Find two friends to work with. Number 1 will
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bounce the ball a number of times. Number 2 will
add bounces and number 3 will bounce the sum.
Rotate positions after each problem. (Multiplication-
problems may be done in a fashion. For
subtraction and division problems number 2 must bounce
a smaller number than number 1. ReTainders may be
shown with other actions such as punches or holding up
fingers. Actions may be added instead of ball botUnces.)

Concept: Mathematical Operations
Let's play "Who Am I?" Twill 'ask a mathematical .

question (or write one on the board) and you show me
the answer with a body shape. (Ask such questions as:
Who am I if I am 2 more than 6? three less than 7?
4 tens and 3 tens? 2 of 4 plus 2?)

Concept: Volume"
Dan half the class (or group) make the shape of a

gallon container? Use any level you wish. Now fill
the container, with two quarts of people. Can you fill
the container with two cups of people? (Continue with
other size' containers and measurements.)

Concept: Fractions
Can yom make one-half of your body bend? Can you

make the other half stretch? Can you make one-fourth
of your body twist? Can you make three-fourths of
your body shake? Can you gallop one-half the length
of the room? Can you crawl two-thirds the length of
the room? Can you walk backwards two-fourths the
length of the room?

Concept: Geometric Shapes
With your rope make a geometric shape on the

floor in front of you. Can you copy the shape with
your body? Can you move the shape through space?
Try another. shape. Try some of your friends' shapes.

Concept: Geometric Shapes
Each group is:going to make a shape obstacle

course with their bodies for the other groups to move
through. Try semi-circle bridges, triangles, medium
level squares, circles at a low level, etc.

Preliminary data from the study group indicates
several encouraging results thus far. Teachers
report an increase in daily classy om test scores.
They also note a general increase n motivation, -
independent thinking, self-conce and body control
among their students. A change i peer groupings
has been observed among students in the intermediate
grades such that boys aid girls are now working to-
gether with extraordinary cooperation.

The search for new methods of fostering intel-
lectual development is a continuing stimulus for ed-
ucational research. Coupling movement activities such

'as games to academic studies has proven to be one such
method. The movement education approach outlined
above is another promising technique which may pro-
vide benefits in the cognitive as well as the psycho-
motor and affective domains.
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Lea* To Read Through Motor Activity

James H. Humphrey
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

11/1

In a sense this is an historic occasion for me because
438 .ei6ctly 20 years ago in this same city at the AAHPER Recearbh
Section in 1958 that I presented my first research report on motor
activity learning. In the i*ervening years six textbooks, two
educational record albums and over 5o papers Ave been prepared on
the subject.

Theoretically speaking, the hypothesis is that young children
tend to learn better when there is a high level of physical re-
sponse of the organism in the form of pleasurable physical -activity.
This approach should not be confused with the various programs in-
volving perceptUal-inotor developmental trainirr a branch of physi-
cal education that I have arbitrarily identified as compensatory
physidal education. On the contrary, the approach may be more
appropriately referred to as cognitive physical education in
which children learn through the medium of physical activity.
This motor activity learning approach has been very successful in
the development, of. academic skills and concepts in most of the
cureiculum areas of ,the 'elementary school; however, the presbnt
report is confined to various facets of the phenomonon as it
as -.it concerns Reading.

It seems appropriate at the outset to develop some working
descriptions of terminology. A broad definition of reading is
interpretation of :mitten or printed verbal symbols. This can
range from grattitti on restroom walls to the Harvard Classics.
The reading act is a complex process. The entire child reads
with his senses, his experiences, his cultural heritage, and with
his muscles.

The term "motor" as tar as human motion is concerned, per-
tains to a muscle, nerve, or center that effects or produces
movement. That is, a nerve connecting:. with a muscle causes the
impulse for motion known as "motor impulse." The term "activity"
derives 1 rem the word "active," one meaning of which is the re-
quirement of action. Thus, whim the two words, motor and activity
are used together it implies muscular action. Further, such mus-
cular when it involves a change in body position is the descrip-
tion of the term "hurif movement."

Movement is one W.-the most fundamental characteristics. of
life and Whatever else they may involve, most of mani.s achieve-
ments are based upon ;Lis ability to move. Obviously, the young
child is not a highly intelligent. being in the.sense of abst-ract
thinking, and ne only gradually acquires the ability to deal with
symbols and intellectualize his experiences in the course of his
development. Since the child is a creature of movement and feel-
ing, any effort to educate him must take this dominance of move-

, mo3nt, into account.
Motor activity will be conceived throughout Ghis report as

things children do actively in a pleasurable situation in order
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to learn. )enerally speaking, these activities include (1) active
games, (2) rhythmic activities and (3) self-testing activities.

As far back as the late 17th century, Fenelon is reputed'to
have said, " I have seen certain children who have learned to
read while playing." If one were the least bit given to rationali-
zation, it could be speculated that this statement might well have
been the first indication that her is a degree of compatibility
between, reading and motor activity, and a forerunner of some of

4 the beliefs which I will ebound in this paper.
In any event, in modern times the sensori-motor aspects of

the real experience, the bringing of physical reality. to the
printed word and page presentmany outstanding opportunities fora.
facilitating, and enhancing perception and cognition. I fully re-
cognize that the. reading act ultimately emphasizes the representa
tional nature of word symbols, and that the 'higher levels,of cog-

-pition are abstract. Nevertheless, there ikagreement that the
physical eality.of concrete experiences aiSa in comprehension..

# Thera is evidence that there is a need for increased emphasis
upon the use of the physical reality of the child in his learhing-
to-read efforts.

The su'asequent discussions inhis report are concerned with
examples utilizing motor activities that have been found effective
in skill' development and establishing interest and positive atti-
tudes toward reading. These approaches are not only supported'bY
respectable theoretical postulation but are backed up by sophis-
ticated research as well. In the following discussion I will take
into account the following: (1) diagnosis through motor activity,
(2) use of motor activities for reading instruction, (3) motor
oriented reading content, and (Li) learning to read through crea-
tive movem101

DIA5NOSI3 THIROUGH MOTOR ACTIVITY

The comudnts Made here on diagnosis through motor actiVity
will focus primarily upon diagnostic teaching. Diagnostic teach=
ing techniques employing analysis of children's performance in
day-to-day reading situations has become a significant trend in
assessment. Obtaining daily feedback is a key to structuring
appropriate daily learning activities, because they are based on
the "real" reading performance of the chill. It is a better esti-
mate of where the child is in his skill development.Therefore, in
diagnostic teaching, teachers use such techniques'aa coding errors
made by children while oral reading to prove points in the dia-
cusson of the material they are reading for a directed-reading-
thinking activity. In this way the teacher has information about
ihm children's sight vocabulary, word attack application to'un-
familiar words in context, reading, and comdrehension skills. An
aspect' of maximum involvement of each child withina. group acti-
vity-is particularly inherent in motor activity. An example of
this is an adaptation of the game, Steal the Bacon conducted as

Tnis activity can be 'used to help diagnoSe reading readi-
ness as it applies to auditory discrimination of. beginning sounds,
of words. Two groups oa about seven each stand bout ten feet'
3153347nicing each other, An object (the bacon) is placed midway
between the groups. Tne members of both groups are given letters
ncdhmnand p or any beginning consonants. The teacher calls
wit a word such as ball, and the two children having the letter b
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run out and grab the. bacon. If ,desired, a scoring 'mathed ean'be de-
vised for the activity. The teacher observes the react,:finfit6f:the
children and the activity can continue with the Children tieing
'identified with different letters.

The uniqueness of.motor activities as a means of classroom
diagnosis is that suchactivities tend to remove the apprehension
of testing procedures and can demonstrate a level of skill devel-
opment that is possibly more consistent with day-to-day perform-
ance. Such performance of reading skill in a motor activity might
even appear higher thaw, w'en :fldren are engaged in a more
traditienal reading activity. This higher level.of performance
should be taken as .a-more accurate assessment of children's po-
tential level of performance when they are operating under bpti-
mum conditions of learning.

0 USE OF'MOTOR ACTIVITIES FOR READIAa;INSTRUCTION

-Motor activities in reading! instruction can serve two basil
purposes. Some activities can Pe particularly useful for develepi.,1.
dng specific language or reading, concepts. In these activities the
learner .t' a or acts cute the concept and thus is able to
visualize as well as get the feel of the concept. Other activities
help to develop- skills through reinforcement of these skills in
highly interesting and stimulating situations. Such activities can

,

be utilized effectively to develop skills in the areas of sight :!
vocabulary, word analysis skills, and comprehension.

, . li working with the motor activity approach to Ataching read-
.

ing.skillt, several guidelines can be useful to the teacher in
order to Provide meaningful and satisfying experiences for child-
ren. L/te-.. ;,ctivities Can be organized with the entire class par-
ticipating. in such cases it is important that the less able read-
er not be penalized for his slewness:or inability to perform a
giventask by being eliminated from the activity. Rulesjor the
aetivit7 can; omp103,- prnecdurlE to incorporate 'e buddy system for
&rine reepensee or poirlts dallied for the individual or the team.
Such procedures provide the slower learner the practile he 'Aeds
by hisrealaining in the activity the rest of the children in their
efforts to. win.

In some-activities such as active games, the-children are
divided into teams. IR such situation., it is considered as wise
pi:actice to arrange the selection Lethod so that there is a bal-
anee'of able readerm se well as legs ablo readers assigned to
each tam. This should also be considered when different phyeicn1
skilleare called for in a specific game.,-.Suqh arranging by the
teacher need not appear obvious and does help to provide a ePtje-
tying experience for'all the children with a more even competition,
thus accounting, for indivil-el differences of the childnn.

after an activity has been peirformed, it should be evaluated
act only in terms cf the children's reaction to it and how it arse
played., but alSo in terms of how well the children understand the

conceptS. inherent in the activitythat is, what specific reading
skill they were .practiciet.

The following illustration, uring the name activity ie 6e-
oigned to reinforce a specific skill that her been previously
introduced. The actvi.l. nan be used to practe.the.phoniLe
-kill, auditOry'ereeption of lon And nd short vowels. Members of

to group. are -nren-IiIce wme1s, some iv", a short' sound And



some 41th a long zound. The teacher palls out a word with a shoit'
vowel:such e^ "fat" or 'gait," or a word with a long vowel such as

. "fate":or "bite." The children react to the long or short vowel
and-the activity continues with the dhildren exchanging vowel
sPunds periodically.

.

MOTOR ORIENTED REOING CONTENT

One of the early attempts to:prepare motor o iented reading
content as conceived here is the work of one'of associates and
myself. This.original workinvolveda detailed stu y reactions
of six-to-eight-year-old children when independent ing material'

. is oriented to motor activity: This experiment was
ring

the.

premiseof relating. reading content for children totheir natural
HIrge cto play. Ten motor activities were Writteg.With a story sett;.e.

that described how to conduct the 'activit/.1fhirty teachers !?ty
rural, suburban; and city school systeMs wdrk4 with 54.reading
groups of children used and evaluated the stories in active.elass
room. situations. This carefullydavelopodmaterial--in terms of.
readAility, the reading valuep.,;_An4 literary:Merit of thestories7-
utilizes children's natural affinity'for motor oriented play as
the Motivation for, their, reading., This unique reading content calls
fOrgictive responses to the reading .taali, ',the task being one that
inlYalves learning to perform amotor.vity.. The followleg'story,
is entitled Sparky. Sparrow Plays a and should give ageneral
idea of this type or reading content;

The:.birds are asleep in {heir nests.
Spailky Sparrow does not have a nest.
He says, "I will have some
He calls, "Fly1"
Each bird flies to another nest.
Sparky finds a nest.
One bird is' left out.
He calls, "Fly1"
Again the birds find other nests,
They have fun.

I am sure tLat many. of you will recognize this as the age-old gas
of Squirrels in Trees.

Motor oriented reading content provtdes variety to the read-
ing program. High interest and motivation are the results of pur-
poseful reading and bringing words into physical reality by play-
a game.

LEARNING Tu READ THROUGH CREATIVE' MOVEMENT (The AMAV Techniquat

In collaboration .ritn two m4tbera of,the Reading Center at
the niversity of Maryland I have developed a procedure for learn-
ing t read through creative movement which has been identified
as the A1tV Technique. This technique involves a 1- ' sequence
of auditory input to movement to auditory-visual AMAV
Technique is a proced'aFe7TOrworking through cre ent to
develop comprehension, first in listening, and ;ding.__

The A M aspect of AMAV is a directed listening-T. oking acti-
vity. c'aildren first receive the thoughts and feelingS expressed
in a story through the auditory sense'by listening to a recorded
story. Following this they engage in movement experiences which
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are inherent in the story and thereby demonstrate their understand-
ing of, and reaction to the story.'By engaging in the movement. 'ex-
perience the development of comprehehsion becomes a part of the
child's physical realfty.

.
. t

After the creative movement experience:in the directed llsten-
ing-thinking activity the children get into the final aspect of the
AMAV Technique, that is, A,----V., a Combination of uditory and
visual experience by listening to the story, and readihg along in a
story booklet. In this manner, comprehension is brought to the read-
ing experience.

Although the comprehension skills for listening and reading
are the/same, the sensory input is different. That is, listenihg is'

-

, dependent upon the auditory sense and reading is dependent upon the
visual sense. The sequence of listening to reading-is a natural one.
However, bridging the gap to the point of handling, the verbal,sym-

':.,. Aools required tn reading' posee various problems for many children.
'' -An outstanding feature of, thiS technique is that the movement ex-

perience helps to serve as a bridge.between listening and reading
by providing direct purposefliVexperience'for,the child through
creative movement atter listening to a story.

.

Over the years I have attempted to build an objective base
under this phenomenon. Several studies and observations permit us
to make sonfe generalized assumptions along with some reasonable
speculations. Although the ava4able data are not:extensive enough
to carve out a clear tut profilti,'they are suggestive enough to
give rise to some interesting generalizations as foliows:.

'1. The motor. 'activity approach results in positive. attitudes of

-)

children toward learningto ead activities.
2. Children tend to. learn cer in reading=oriented.language arts
skillS 'as word recognition', p !nics, and structural analysis bet-
ter through motor activity than through many of the traditional
media.
3..Motor oriented reading content has been Mind to be successful
in stirnlating cliiiirenls sustained interest in eading while at
the same time developing andreinforcing reading skills.
4. This approaCh appears to be more favorable for children with
average and below-average iny_ligence.

It wilAremain the responsi4lity of further research in
thesf* areae,'to provide more conclusive evidence to support these
geneillications and speculations. There is reason, however, oased
orr actual experience with this approach, to encourage those re-
sponsible for facilitating children learning to read to use thts
approach and to join in collecting evidence to Verifythe con-
tribution of motor activity learnmg to the eCucation.curriculum.

NOTE: An outline, including a coded bkbliography of all aspects
,f the "Humphrey Program of Child Learning Through Motor
Activity" is available upon reqUest from:

',--

James H. Humphrey
!!epartment of Physical Education
;:niversity of Maryland
college Park, Maryiand, 20742
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Integrating Mathematics and Science
ConceptC in Physical Education

Peter Werner
University of South Carolina

Columbia, S:C. 29208

In recent years there has been an, increasing amount of research
evidence showing the efficacy of integrating academic subjects with
movement experiences for,children. Rilloonele for teaching academic

Subjects active learning situation include learning by doing;
learning the abstract through concrete experiences, and learning

"because of increased nibtivation. Assuming that these and other
reasons, provide an acceptable rationale for attempting to integrate
academic subjects with physical education,.one must become inquisi-
tive as to whith academic concepts lend themselves to be taught in
a movement environment.

c

The purpose of this paper is to identify mathematics and science
concepts which"can be taught in physical education. An examination
of elementary school mathematics textbooks by Laidlaw, Ginn, Scott.-
Foupman, Rand McNally and others and recent mathematics research
projects suCh'as the School Mathematics, Study Group, Madison Pro-
ject, Stanford Project, University of Illinois Arithmatic Project
and Minnesota Mathgmatics and Science Teaching Project provided the
author a means orassesSing which mathematics concepts lend them-
selvesto'being taught in a movement environment. The reader is
encouraged to confer with classroom teachers in their schools to
-discover which textbooks and which mathematics concepts are being
taught to children at each grade level and then make an attempt to
design 'lessons within the normal context of a'physcal education
',Unit to enhance these concepts.

In general, during the-primary'grade levels (K-3) children
learn about coun6ing; categorizing objects,into groups; seriating
or putting objetts into an order; adding; subtracting; basic set
thenV including universal and null sets, finite sets;.and basic'
setPdperations; geometry; the metric system;- mathematical sentencA,.._
measuring; fractions; word problems; and some of the field proper-
ties of mathematics such as identity and ,the commutative and .

assocktive properties for addition. During the intermediate
grade(4-6) children learn about sets; set operations including
the union and intersection of sets; the fietd propette's of
mathemalries such as the commutative and associative prOperties
for multiplication and the distributive property for multiplicer
tion ancrdivision; geometry including angles and concave and
convex figures; measuring and graphing; mathematical sentences;.
fractions; decimals; and the metric system. With the passing-

of the December 1975 law requiring the United States td convert
to the metric system, physical-educators should use every oppor-
tunity to measure metrilally thosrevents which lend themselves
to recording length or distance, weight and 'volume to help child-
'ientO use the system efficiently.

Because of the technological age and culture in which we
live children in the elementary schools must also be exposed to
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a variety of meaningful science experiences which ,lead them to an
understanding of the world about them. After reviewing similar
textbook series as those mentioned above and examining science re-
'search projects such the Science Curriculum Improvement Study,
Science Concept Development in the Elementary School, and American
Associationior the Advancement of Science, one disCRydrs that
science corytlepts can be divided into the binlOgical,4physieal and
earth sciences. Current emphasis in each of these science areas
include activities which help children learn to classify objects;
quantify and qualify objects; obserye; compare objects; group;
rank information in order of importance; measure; recognize space/
time relationships; convergent and divergent thinking; investigate;
invent; and.plan and carry out experiment. Of the three classifi.
cations of scientific endeavor, those concepts which .are taught
in the physical sciences are most applicable to movement experiences
in physicaleducation. During the elementary years Children are
exposed tolconcepts involving machines including Che'three types
of levers,"Newton's laws 'of motion; types of motion; factors af-
fecting mOtion4work; friction; COsistanc6; gravity; centrifugal
Gorce; force; energy; Inertia; momentum; sound; and buoyancy. In

the biological and earth sciences children can be exposed to simple
physiological concepts of the Cody; zoological' concepts regarding
animals; botanical concepts regarding plants; geological and/geogra-
phical concepts regarding the environment; and astrological concepts
regarding the earth and other planetsathrotigh lessons designed to
enhance Ehe cognitive through movement experience's.

. ,

In the final analysis of studying the Pbssibiiities in-

tegrafing mnthemattu.S.,and science or anysubject for th matter
...14101:physical education, one must reflectPon its,purpos . Its,

pn.pose is not to justif- physical-eqleajorc,as an acad mic, dis-
ItAlpurpose is to enhanceihe aff tive'arni

psychomotor .domains of c ildhood edue:ation by becoming
cant segment-f'.total elqentaryschool curriculum. By de
signing movement experiences/id a conceptually based curriculum
which enhance the learning of academic subjects, thereby using the
so called "teachable moments," the intent is to make learning
msot.meaningful for the child. For that reason it is justifiable.
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Play Environmeht Assessment Instrument: Early
Experience and

Enhancement Factors for Development of Motor Patterns

Lawrence D. Bruya

North Texas State University

Denton, Texas 78203

, 1Play can be thought tpindlude *th free lnd direct patterns
of gaay. As 'adults we are interested 'in the cdnStriaction of play
envieonmen.ts that assist the--child in the 06 of play areas on a
cognittvez social, emotional, and physiCal level. .1n Other words,
the'goal is-to constfuct an environment to keep' children involved
ilt:c.ontinuous and OnOing play patterns while:increasing interac7
tiom time, 'problehl solving,. selection of individually approOriate
tasks and, the\time spent and type of motor patterns selected.
Free play.patterns can become like those we desire for the child,
and thus assist development, if care is taken in the design, 6on:-..%'
struction and ultimate evaluation of play stritctures.

i71

A series of 15 assessment forms is being Aeveloped to in
clude the full range oceoneepts usually thought to be a part of
good play structure design (Dattner, 1969). These ii4clude (1)
maintenance, (2) play leaders, (3) adult distance, (4) toilet

(5) safety, (6.) sand area, (7) motor area, (8) social
'groupings,.(9) equipment design, (10) existing equipment classif-
ication, (11) graduated challenge, (12) building materials, (13)
sensory provisions, (14) community involvement, and (15) hourly

:use rate.

Items selected fer'inclusion on each form haVorbeen gener-
ated from current- literatdre available on play environments.
Examples of the forms a'S they appear as a part of the.Play En-
vironment Assessment Instrument (PLEN) appear. below:

Form 8: Social Groupings
1. Provision for interaction in'5-10 children

group areas.
2. Provision for.interaction in smaller confined

groups--2-3 children confined group areas.
3. Provision for solitary play areas.,'
4. Provision for play areas where players can fully

see observers but where Mc+ervers cannot fully
see players.

5. Provision for areas where adult:observer cam
only enter with difficulty.

6. Provision for at least 3 different gathering
areas at different heights.

7. optional (evaluator rates highly pro.vision not
recorded above).
Pescript on:

TOTAL:

9 possible pts.
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1 pt.

1 pt.
1 pt.

1 pt.

1 pt.

3 pt.

1 pt.



Form 9: Equipment Design. Score:
I. Provision for equipment response to a ch'ild':;

movement affecting other players. 1 pt.
. Description:

2. Provision for at least 4 .diffdrrWnt climbing
surfaces. 2 pts.
De.cr ipt ion:

a. b.

4.
d .

Prov isirin for non-doscript equipment On which fan-
tasy or role playing can be a'citi:ively engaged in. 1 pt.

ril.t ion:
4. Provision for it least 4 areas where ctianges in

play q ions can be riidi ao t hat the chi 1,i does 2 ts.
net risk. losing face.
Description:

tr .

Prov in ion, for at lnaht ferent height changes
in equipment
Provision for potential high activity areas
placed evenly throuditout the play, environment.
optional (evaluator ratcs highly a provision not
recorded above) .
pescr ipt ion :

9 po!-;!lible pts.

I pt.

1 pt.

1 pt.

A sew 'con introduced for use assessing play environ-
mentr Inc I 'vie.: ,u1 Hourly Usr Pate or FIDE value. 'Phis is used to

an over,111 ..1:::-;-ssAent of t lie' play environment's attractive
ne hii-,1 on the number Of chi Laren currently using the play
itrgergr., during a randomE,, in I octed period, and the projected

rigs-Ler chi lit -n the ...Iv environment. was designtrt to accomodate.

Form I H ; (PUP) Score
Part in, heir Oh '- rv.itinn,il periods,
one 'aPi i, .fa I 1 .; yin th< wre,.1.:4.1Thi, r1`..Crrd the number:of player ; who enter and ommien is. play ing in or on
the, id i environment. Average to (let ecimine a !HIE
icirc.

Part r-mirg.. the di. qain player capacity for the
play 'area through loci I control

.1.:.iirl!;t which to ..ii I uitt the 1111I:,
I. 11(0; .1.niv1iillit to rill; capacity. (I it;.)

cilli< <-.guivaient to 6,),. 'capacity.
''.4, ...

,.i , `? Wit 4.ii fil'i va s.rp,. ").

. 1.'-`?,
-:1.. '- .'. . iU,T- 1. heat;

.., - ..; .

(fiopti;.)
(4 pts.)
(.? pts.)
(I Et.)

TOTAL:
pts.



The total .number of paints from each of the fifteen forms
is then totaled on a report form to provide an overall PLEN
score Of a possible 125 points, an evaluated play environment
-would receive a score that ',allows it to be compared with other
play areas.

Report Form Points

Form 1: Maintenance'
Form 2: Play Leaders
Form 3: Adult Distance
Form 4: Toilet Facilities
Form 5: Safety
Form 6: Sand Area
Form 7: Water Area
Form A: StScial Groupings
Form 9: Equipment Design
Form 10, Existing Equipment
"ormll: Graduated challenge
Fotit12: ,Building Materials
Form 13: Sensory Provision
Form 14: Community Apvolvement
For7m15: dourly Else Rate

TOTAL PLEN:
125 possible /V.

Based on the merit of its design and construction each play
structure; could then he ct;!;e:;;ed in accord with some established
standard.

Plans to collcct and compile MEN. scores and. thus establish
normative data are scheduled for summer 1978 through summer
1979.
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The Effect of Changing Structural Complexity on the
Observed Motor Behavior of Preschool-Age Children

L. D. Bruya and H. E. Buchanan
North Texas State University

Dehton,'Texas 76203

ItItroclik4,3,on. This prasentatioh involves a unique and innovative
on-g6tpg rese/arph project., The research is supported through a
F ollity/Research Grant at North Texas State University ( #35718);

ed;for $10,0004 September 1977-August. 1978.
06.e. The' purpose of Elie study is to determjne if variations

96Aigned p.14 environmentsrfor children will effect'ehanges in-
ahav10'. The research data- shoii1440 in the determination
Lyre bility for'meetinci select(ea ttor needs of pre-Iv ldren.

,Using complexity as an indepqmi t variabl'e7404a"
hdiqa

Y.
S4.arOusal-seeking behavior ,'191.141c a plky

et.13eirlg developed onA v /ity basis /
ib14::Complexity Play Environm e` construction'
pdtalarized VCPE will peravaryi414 ofhh "play. environment
''t .each chahcre rEp,i,ats,itr<06re p1.6( ehvirOnmen0t 'Four

a40 refie.t varTatiohs"4.4;:e,01p1y.' and use of new and
.040.1dpA3laycifinceptS*11 1T.-elly;Ay$WAftWeach variation, the

45`:.V,sartMsi4144cts will the allio4edet9.-playacm thh newly organized VCPE
whilkmOtbr behaviors (per'4:00of 4me spent and distance trait'
elqd):for'each ch'ilare7'recbrded:lerCentage of time sperif in
each mOV,F'behaviOrwifl be recorArdsing a system similar to
the one -used"by. powers in Ti' sample will include All of
the childr9n attanding the North Texas State University nursery,
school (ages 3, 4, and 5). SexWill not be considered' as a fac-
tor for the purposes of this study. Data collection utilizes 1a
rephat.O;JIdeasures design. Data will be subjected to analysis of
0OvIrA!;atiee and to correlational analysi7
Exp6cted,Outcomes. Pilot studies and research projectp at Florida
State University (Bowers, 1975) and at the University'of Wisconsin
have determined that the complexity dimension is an important var-,
iable ,for keeping children actively involved in play. This is ih
acaord with play arousal theory reported in the literature
1973). Complexity in a play environment, was found to elicit a e.
child's attentiop. in direct proportion to its degree of complexity,
(Burke, 1977). It is evident that Ois variable, if isolated for
study', should yieid information concerningthe,cHanging patterns
of children's p11,7 and its use as a design component fOr play
environments. Due to the only recent emphasis on this vein of
research, *he literature provides amazingly littl, !,.derstanding

concerning the use of complexity as a variable whc; alyzing the
type of play behaviors children become involved in during play.
Bowers (1975) reported that children participate in at least 32
different motor patterns or play behaviors durin -free play. The
findings in this study should contribute significantly to a
greater understanding of the complexity variable.-in play and
therein further the capability to design play environments for
children that will effect changes in motor behavior.
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Children and Their Play Behavior

H. Engel Buchanan
North Texas State University

Denton, Texas76203

(.1

Objective or the Presentation The interactive,
Arousal-Seekihn' Theory as synthesized by Michael J.
Ellis is vrenentbd te facilitate the vcconition of
relationships hutween modern play theory, the play
iehaviobs Of children, and Lhe c.invirenmentill desic-n
rot. playscapbs. .)

Historical Overview Hlistorically, play theor:i han
developed as a result of both "Objective Scientific
Endavon" "ii'iubjbctivb lion-Scienti.fls Erdeavor."
in :..enenal, ropoarr1 . cs boon establiphed three
cates.ories rop play Laeary. They,arb: "Classjc"al
Thoorie:.", "ccent TOo and "Modern.or
Contemporar:i Theor::."
Classical Moor: nut:H.1. ol tin nrC en are tpir-
ally !-roupd in this .aes:ory. Sorio of the moot;
cidmmonly fpund tire: Surplus Ererko q, SUrplusEnere;!F'
Pt, i'ropilration theony, the
Recapitulation thonly, anJ the iielaxation theory. Of
the siwestod LheoHos within Loin n"atet-'0t.y,
two, ,Surplus and Ppeparatloh, possesp values
tone,tair or serious.Ohmtideration. Surplils Enerffy
ii tneopy :01 Loot:: tha+l pit': is oailsed ly ihbrcased

!0:T-)rld after a period of rc:sponso
'deTirlvation. The Preparation thols; siil-rets that
piay is .-aused by the erfoptt', ...)1 the player to pro-

n.: for ial(c.
t, Thoob are al no round

this itt(i-ar.:. tne .piars: are the .r(.1.1Jwin,-: the
tneory, 'he clomponsation thoony, ti:e

Calbnrsis tho Pb::chonnalyllo thbor, the'
thboyy, arsi the bearnia thbrey.

the s--.-en tho.or:bn within this oateror,
only too, L'ay'nir).l anyiaiaeo t.i betaih for lalor consider'Ation. TOO Develop-

theor7 sui..!."bsts that play is caused the
f'rowth it' the intellect oral is conditioned by
it. Play is sben to oc:ots when the child nor. .ipose
or reality nin '(,'n conceptions and cionsti.alntp.
Perhaps the best. hperi tinfir asnooiated with this
theory Pia-et who is cencernoc with the coupe of
play, i.ut !ci.ccs ::trostantly wits its oontont.
to Pit 'n oencepts are lae :71otivation
and learnin,-. he 1,tannin,i ti!oory suests that play
jo pbocerres ti.at ppoduc:o learn-

slil-tural, and familialdifrel.epoes
support tne view 'that quantit: and content of

or 's lenrried. Pnis!ftheo'icy can account for' the
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Play Environments in Texas Pre-prinfary
and Primary Public Schools

Libby Vernon

Texas Education Agency

Austin, Texas 78701

The need for effectively designed outdoor learning environments
'for preprimary and.primary children is recognized by classroom
teachers and physical educators alike. Such an environment provides
much more than space for unihibited physical movement. It stimulates,
youngsters to learn to use and control their bodies and emotions'as
they develop intellectual competency. An extensive survey of TeZas
prepridary and primary public schools revealed that existing play-
grounds differed drastically from the desirable' learning environment
described above. Although the school districts-included in the.
study varied from an enrollment of 21 to 3,1,337:the descrOption of
playgrounds fo 'oung children were consistently dismal.

Despite teachers and parents reported interest in planning
and preparing oOtdo0 learning sites, less than one-half of these
269 preprimary and primary schools involved teachers and less than
one-third involved parents in such prbjects: The need for a
concerted effort,by the school and the community to improve pre -
,primary and primary outdoor learning environments is reflected in
:1he'information gathered in this study conducted in 1476. Potions
of that information are reviewed in the following paragraph$,..'7"

Slightly more. than 50 percent of the schools.had-playgVeUndS
of 3,000 to 3,8\sa.quare feet sizehowever,.the space was reported
to be imprdved by specific 'design for learning by onlyione school.
The remaining schools tended to arrange traditional equipMent in a
line at the edge of the playground. In Texas, there is no state
money available to assist schools in acquiring outdoor equipment.
Schools used locarfunds in 58 percent ofthe cases while 27
,percentrelied on Parent Teacher Association gifts,"to furni,Sh
outdoor equipment and materials. For many, the'sbiirce of flindsi
was irrelevant since 63 percent of the schools reported no plans for
additions to or modification of existing equipment and facilities.

The playground sites afforded a variety of surfaces with 88'
percent reporting grassy surfaces, 60,peccent reporting some
asphalt surface, and 57 percent reporting Portions of the play:-
ground as barren. Although temperatures ln Texas are so extreme
that protection from sun and inclement weather is needed,for year
round use of the outdoor area, only 14 percent of the sites
provided covered areas. Approximately two-thirds of the schools
had trees and shrubs; however, sketches made by principals shoWed
them as primarily decorative rather than utilized for the children's'
play space. Although children's safety was cited.as'a major concern
of 55th principals and teachers, 60 percent of the playgrounds were
not fenced, Of the 40 percent with.fenced outdoor space, 41yeral
noted that only one side of the space was fenced, while
remaining sides were open.

.Equipment on these playgrounds -was sparse with little or no
acdaiodation for creative, dramatic or construction flay. The
eight most popular equipment items are listed below in descending"
order of preference....
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Monkey Bars

Slides

Swings

See-Saws

Merry-go-round

Sand box,

Wheel Toys

Playhouse

87%
,

61%125%are 10 to 15 feet hig

44%

40%

22%

20%

10%

Monkey bars were involved in 40 percent of the accidents
requiring a physician's care and/or hospitalization. Nonetheless,
this item was enormously popular and in some schools it was the
only item provided on the play site.

Many teachers commented that wheel toys were the basis for
considerable conflict among children. This may be the effect of
providing only one or two wheel toys for an entire school. The
scarcity of these toys is illzustrated particularly in one region
of the staa, which reported four tricycles for 544 preprimary
classrooms.

The survey sought to determine the outdoor curriculum
approaches- used with preprimarglind primary p pils. No outdoor
learning period was scheduled fo 35 percentiMbf the children
grade 3 and below. The type of classroom oreanization (self-
contained or open concept) appeared to have no effect on or relation
to the Outdoor curriculum. None of the 65. percent of the schools
which provided outdoor learning periods reported an integration
of indoor and outdoor curriculum-or a planned rogram of instruction

,

for the outdoor learning period. Free'play (Srljsical.activities
accounted for a major portion of children's outdoor play time.

The importance of outdoor learning in developing concepts,
motor skills, sensory-motor skills and social-interpersonal kills
was rated 'by principals and teachers. Principals assigned a ;greater
importance to social-inierpersonal and motor skills than did teachers.
Principals'..comments indicated that behavior contributing to
conformity ta school routine.was considered the nucleus of social,-.1
interpersonal skills development. Taking turns, staying in line,
observing rules and regulations and respect for authority were
noted as valuable social skills learned on "good playgrounds.'

Principals,and teachers suggestions for modification of existing
curriculum for outdoor learning experiences of young children
emphasized organized teacher directed actiVitriies with the competitive
sports of football, baseball, and soccer taking precedence over all
other suggestions. The addition of'physical education teachers to
elementary'%taffs was recommended by 42 percent of the respondents.
The desire to place children's outdoor learning entirely into the
hands of physical education teachers was expressed by 56 percent of
those surveyed.
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In summary, the existing conditions for preprimary and primay
outdoor.= learning experiments wer1 fdund unfavOrable for the
Intellectual, social and motor development of Texas' young children.
Equipment was designed and used priMarily for functional exercise
with litpe.or no provision made for the dramatic and construction
play of youngsters. These limiting physical features were enhanced
by common,misumlerstanding of the nature and function of childrerf's

y among teachers and principals.

b
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Historical PerspectiVes of Play Environments

Nan Booth Simpson

Dallas, Texas 75225

Although play is as old as history itself, pro-
vision of space for children to play is a relatively
recent, development. A painting by Pieter Rreughal the
Elder in 1560 depicts children engaged in eighty -five
different street games. Children had always played in
the streets, creeIV3 and hay lofts until the industrial
:revolution, when urban society became too complex and
dangerous for children to roam at will. In'the 1870s
the city of New York biyilt one of the first playgrounds
,±P this country in Central Park. Its main feature was
a wooden .swing set where elegantly dressed children
1,10-e taken'tO "let offcsteam." During tbe next one
hundred years 'playgrounds evolved into barren metal
and asphalt coipounds often more'dangerous than the
outside world, while all other aspects of early child-
hood education changed dramatically for the better.
Only in the. past two de,cades have playgrounds begun to
change. ,

The theoreticalThTiOis for better playgrounds was
established earlier. Rousseau (8) believed the needs
and activities of the young child should be substitued
for a formal curriculum. He reiected'indirect learKing
from books and others and insisted instead upon direct
observation of concrete obiects. "The lessons the
scholars learn from one another in the playground are
worth a hundredfold more than what they learn in a
classroom." (8, p. 59) Froebel (5) considered play to
be t' highest ph5 child development. In Play
the child strength he mind and body through,his
inner directed act]: es. Froebel's philosophy
became part of Ameri education throUgh the,-pstab-
lishment 6f Froebelian kindergartens in the l*tter
half of the nineteenth century.

Early in this century Maria Montessori (7) wrote:
It is high time that movement came to be regarded

from a new point of View in educational theory. . . .

As a part of schcl life, which gives priority to the
intellect, the role of movement has always been sadly
neglected.. When accepted there at all, it has only
been unden the heading of 'exercise,' physical educa-
tion' or 'games', But this is to overlook its close
connection with the developing mind." (7, p. l ?6) She
believed the outdoor environment to he as important as
the indoor. ,

For more than thirty-five years Jean Piaget and
his colleagues at the Rousseau Institute i.n Geneva
have ,been studyin' the development of intellectual
functions in children. According to Piaget, actions



by the child cninsTitute the raw matePial of all per-
% eeptual and 'inte'llectual development. Second, the

ccincept of intelligence as action provides the con-
necting hrAdg'4-1-iletween successive developmental. stages.

clucatorn 'now generaAy agree that perceptual/
motor skills are neeessars-tp,learning. Perception
can Tie'defineauts the envi.Nilln'ent acting on the child.
Motor activity is the chit '.acting en the environment.
While the iipOrt '.(iof.41.ve play was being estacP--
lisped t d tp, practice in indoor
motor love` tprogram40(,he taea of a planned put-
door ; layg:round with' st ctures to promote total child
develupment Iran been vi r 'ally unexplored until very7 recenlv.

A direction forf4,17tclre playgrounds wan, charted as
et,arly a5'0_071. when Dlish landscape architect C. Th.
SOrensen observed children playj....ngaround'ConstruCtion
sites, but it was not uhti1;1:91rj that: the first child-
built play, area was estahlishbd in a-housing project
in ci;opeinhagen. Early photographs shoW children playing
in old cars, sewer }pipes and shacks' that would appear
t"g most adtelt.. as a hopeless mess. The concept
attrab,ed world wild atention. After the war lady

-visitn Denmark, began establishing'.
adyen1.11-h hlayJrounds in low income areas of 1-pndon,
al-10 !inned, in 1 ot::8, the hook Planning for Play (2).
Her youth. ceciter-e!agrounds have been widely admired:.
and copied (8nostly I:. Europe) ,with mixed results.

An outraged cry 1 r getter playgrounds was sounded
Yrii:,;(20abfn:,.. in 1')C.- by David Aaron in his book

Play (1) . ivr. Aa.rerr suggested that.S.al. Nadi
tico equipment be n, moved and replaced by abstract,
nob -.evin s.e,ruo'.ur where children creat their clin

Thea cckuntry lidn't rush tb his sugges ons;- and
in ct'wa'; that goNI thing, for his design, have a
rathen ,cook by today's standards.. 'Put his
indic....ent of the old playg=round made a strong se
for change,

In.the short-tir since, adults-dincoVerea-what
children had 'FbWrIall-aleng--that the standard play-
ground is a 1:2Te7-a., rift has developed among those who
tinanimously.aote4sethat the old model must go. .The dis-
agreement tetcyeen de-signers, of architectural plays--
grounds,and the proponents of the chdTdesigned

.'aventure rlaygro'Unds is more than just,a difference
1,)etweert.Ameripan and.European-yalues. "The,problem
,partly semantic. The word "playground " -is being used
for:Awe very different facilities' which meet diverse
needs. The orchitecturabplayground.is meant for a
public place such as a park, open sch,polyard'or housing

.

deylopment. It is typioally wilt with a large capi-
tal expense and is designed. fur permanence cod low

.maintenance. The adventure plays'round Meant for a'.
secure- enb.l c`d space and hE-Isheen used primarily as ___?-41, part of a Co 4r4ity or day, care center. While 1.-it

ti



constructed by child,1 and adult supervis:prs out of
sCrap'material,YPts p.r/iMary -cost is-theqingoing
'exp'ense. of consi t,s14perVision.Rarlyhave city

:,.. *gbvernments,bro Ool. distp.iets VI, the United States
been wil_tirigo.e 4r.iment with a playground whose
physical appearanc is repellant 'td most-adults and
whose coot of operation (includinginsurarice) is un-
kneWn an ntinuoub. , .

,By the 960s new playgrounds were being bdilt in
various parts the country, often designed by leading .

architects and landscape. architects. They run the
gamut from thoughtfully planned play environments to
junk heaps built of waste materials by.well4eaning,
non-p,ofess,iohals to outrageously expensive archi-
tectural_m6nifments. Manufacturers began to vastly

.

expand their product'liries. Three excallent,books were
publishedAntherlate '60s and ea,rly *s by designers-

--,' 'Paul ErTedberg,(4), Richard Dattner 4-3), andbJay Beck-

)47th (6)Which 'deal with plai theor'y,Aacument their
own work, and call -for more research,:anddeveTopment
in thefield of play design.

. .

Child'j!l.lrlay is finally being taken seriously by
"@adults. Falipirical research has, heguh. iqlt by-and
large mbhtschcol grounds still look distrdssingly bare
:com'pakre0 to. classrooms filled with learning materials
of every descption.. The nexti.challenge ih the field

',.of education may-be the recognition of the playyard as
an exciting outdOOF classroom. It is a new and
admittedly experimental-field; we are only beginning
-''-'e ask, the right quesipions.
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New Concepts ,Ito key Environments

Nan Booth Simpson
Dallas, Texas 75225

Un,til recently playgrounds were "dested" by
mawfacturers who produced five basic structures
(swingS. slides, jundke-g-yms, merry- - rounds dnd
see-saws) and by the .buyers who.arral ed the piecesto fit available spa.ttst,, .POnsulnefak al. now choose.
from' hundreds of. new. manufac,tured-4,,, .44 ^4s . C ominutiity,.,grdups are also makillg flay- ectg,ipV26 om scrapmaterials. ei-the.r,4pas,e , the ,47.:1-.. s is usually 'on separate play" tacture"47, each fined to performone speci-fi fun tAgy not unlike' thip, traditional'
playground pieces .--..Ven well designed equipment thatprovidgs for several kinds of play activity is lesseffective t would be when intelli-
gently, planned as part a environment .

Planning. for Play, is a -ss of blending site
and structures together into ,a space' that meets thAt
needs of both children and adults. Out '9f observable
needs criteria can be ':tablished Lto serve...as guide-7,0lines for a c approa.ch to jollity. design.

",
iteria forAiiontempo.Fary Play Design

Play Val
Fror a child' s viewpoir -., the place where he 'plays sh, ,ld be excitinCand -,tallenging.. It shouldallow him to set hif own limitk, give him choi'ces w acidlet, him ma,:? decisions. It ;-hould transpott him info

his own ...im:i-1.ginative: world, acrd offer t,vvays he can con-structively a4ter tha r (.ny' lonmen Play shodld\flow
in a continuous patterQ where the chs d isonaturally
led to .explor var,iety -bf ways o t st his skills--
b'alancing, cli7t ing,Numping, c awling, running and

.Shopping. It ,ld not force im to wait in lineplay.
("rSafety:

From where adults sit (hopefully on a comfortable
bench) theg playground must be d,esigned for safety so Prthat they can .relax in the lcnowledge that children
don' t need constant supervision. Falls cannotabsp-
J,Autely be prevented, but with safe surfaces -s rd , pea
gravel, tansTh-ark, rubber matting, to name a few-
seNious injuries can 'be' virtually ell inated. TheStructures them ves should be de..ig ed correctly,with hand-hold and guard r ils. whe e 'needed. Ad the.equipment must be scaled to e siz of- the childrenusing it. A third and more portan safety factor isthe elimination of pressure p ints ( uch as a high and
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4k,

narrow clideet.terequires, turn taki0t). Structures
should have a variety. Of-ways on anike-ciff so that
several children can play together2.400.sMall children.
can find a coffortable way down,

".
Child Development,:

Educators, especially ireearioly0Wilhoud and
education, are necommeq4higtOt the p9py-

iground function as an outdoor cl%Asreothee.EquiPment
.should' be desekted 'foie' a,full range-of:Physical move-

, anent, includir*-activities that shary4t cANOinati,on.
le'..andlercmttemuccular development arid' shnso4k.perceptiOn.

The. play environment should encourage cooperative lay,.
but also be able to support papallel or individual play.

.

i'e.
°

it

.Asthetics: it

The general public can legitimat'dy reeMire- that.
. pia ;rounds temPlemeLit naturallterrain'in. which
etney are placed. A playground is'edeilly a large out

,i.dber!edulpeure formed as a cellace of shapes, 'forms,
eblors,-andtexteres: which blreneinto a visuallwholee

. Ite must be. easily maintainable as. well

I Tire desigpr,'in a tempting-to meti4etp.is-asse'OH,
cifeonel.Vctinee ne ds, must. ji,sI quirs*Iph before . 1

the deSiien.prepe.begins. Where will '
.

playground
teitlocated?. Will there be serpervieiot?,..e at age,

wil+be using the space? HowM46Y,!'at the
sane -time? What kinds e/ elay possle:ilirties neeet to
be enceuragede What si'. features (treceee aopeTetc.
can be ineoppoitated lett) the play serueis?

emany structures or k w ]arge a space will ee buaget,
allow? Can. any 6Htine structures ,be recele,s into
he new Play-arf

Beyond this analysis, p ee

auesteeps Involve eheftevementApf children
the designated -eqeace. 4,Weetestructuresepael be bought

for designed to lecorpera;OeJthe 41des-t iiiiiaety of el4k..skill activitieee How manyeways caraebe---In.elsed to A-et
on and of a strueturee I!!1wWcan the strueeures be
i-inked- toeether'to suggce play pattern9hThe, design
then begins to become a whule ,'miter t7a. the gym eof
its parts.

Finally, dreary, mundane questions must ed.
What All it cost'? Hem can the space be maint ed
easily and economically?

Design ideas do not arise magically out of tee
imagination of the. designer, but grovedirectly.th-nbirgh.
.study of the individual situation,and ebmmunications,
among the -eople involved In the project. DesieyNeng
aestheticalty appealing structures is easy, and
cheiedren don't care bow the place looks a y.
PlaneeirT-gefun tiona] plae areas requires kt edge o
child e'tifel meat, kineethetics, psychology and
severa ated fields. A too-safe playground may
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not be much fun and go unused. And. just because it is
funApesnt make it safe 'or constrictive or attractive.
A -1.41ST.eq yd designed only for body developtnent, would

,

ably be boring '.common sense anti observation of
Chi dreg remain the best g1.4tes. '

pie -first step in the actual designIpro'6ess .is
.

diagramminE traffic flow through the space in terms of
.0"wipinked structures and pathways. Areas need to b.e ','

'tii defined by retaining walls which not,only contain the'
impact- orbing ground surface (usually4and":or
gravel'a Ilt 9" deep) but also terve as p"lay.pAha
he structures themselves should hive a variety'of
ys to get off, on, Arent under and through. &ood:,
nufactured equipment can',1D@ qsed fo. the Vain'''.
trorturs, or simple platfolns or tre'ehouses can be

b ilt that will serve' as "places to go." Getting froM-
p ce to place'becomes the primary challenge when
pa ways are suggested with stepping stones, ba4.0.151c ,

beams, tunnels', overhead ladders,* Cargo'Kets or elie.n
trike trails.

.

When the playground is planned on paper, the next
step should be7to wild a scare model which provides.** ''',

an exact pidture of the thret.-dimenpionaT space. and '-
allows ftr design modification. The model is an in- .,

valuable ai,d to the eventual construction crew ante canpbelud as a fund-raising device if the, project is to
,be hilt in stakes.

.
t

The ideal play environment doesn't exist. Aril if
,there were one it would be an ideal .,solution only7,01-.

that particular site and, those children and adults'for
whom it wds

particular
Ouri.deas about,play..undoubtedly

will expand as new research adds to our knowledge of I.

how and Ay children play: = certainly new mate-
Pials Will be.developed. it is quit9 probable-that
the bett,contempUrary play eBilvironments will look
antiquate* a hundred years foFom 'now. But our Society.
Should Prpvide the best,.plaYspaces possible for
t d.v's ohifdren.

I
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